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Foreword
Competency -based teailiel education has heei in the educational

limelight now for about lye yea's. Much has been written about it 'and
numerous conferences hake dealt with IL but even so. few institutions have
been able to convert then entire teacher education programs info a .CBTE
mode This Is not because educators think that Clat is without merit but
rather because of the monun atal task involved in making the transition.
Philosophies need to he redefined, both college od public school personnel
require extensive inSen ice training. anS.new cooperative endeavors be-
tween schools and colleg6s need -to he arranged. These are but a few of the
major issues which must be tackled when considering a CBTE approach.

Competoo -Based teat her Mu( at ion. IA Potpourri pf Perspectives
provides the members of ATE ,with some guidelines and directions for im-
plementing CBTE programs A wide variety of perspectives are presented
ranging from philosophical concerns involved in the change strategy all the
way to r specific plan for implementing a CBTE program on a shoestring."

Floyd Waterman begins by describing some of the characteristics and
components of CBTE prog.ams and suggests that most are more systematic
than traditional pr Trams of teacher education. Next Richard Ishler and
Joan Inglis preser a model for changing to CBTE and describe how the
model was applied in convertingThe University of Toledo's program.

In the next section of the bulletin. two papers ale presented which de -'
scribe specific CBTE programs. Donald Chase. William Harris. and Mar-
garet (shier describe Bowling Green St.ite University's CBTE program in
student teaching which is an exam* of beginning 'th the final experience
and working from there to convert to CBTE. Philip liosford hnd Jock Saun-
ders prove that the conversion process does not necessarily require outside
funding as they describe how a CBTE program was developed at New Mex-
ico State University "on a shoestr.ing.,

Caroline Gillin assures us that CBTE can be implemented in small colleges
and rural areas and presents the ten commandments for doing so.

Michael Wolfe And Phillip Bugg discuss how one component of CBTE,
performance contracting. can he used successfully during tne student teach-,
ing experience This is followed by Robert Hatfield's plan for evaluating
teacher competence_ based on pupil behaviors.

Robert Roth provides some insights into the relationship between CBTE
and accreditation criterja. In his paper he discusses both national and state
a :erediting agencies and points out that most teacher education standards
do. in fact. support the defining of teacher competencies.

In the final paper, Walter Sandefur, Douglas Westbrook, and Wayman
Dev'er present some national viewpoints regarding the CBTE movement.
They discuss both the advantages and disadvantages as perceived by various
professionals in teacher education.

I should .like to thank Dr. Donald Hawk for his assistance in selecting the
papers for inclusion in this bulletin. Also my gratitude is .extended to Dr..
Ruth Heidelhach and members orihe ATE Communications Comniitree
Review Team for valuable assistance in preparing this bulletin.

Richard E. !shier. Editor
Chairman of Communications

Committee
ry
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are members of the Commission,
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CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPETENCY-BASED
TEACHER EDUCATION PRO.QRAMS

Thc emergence of competency-based or performance-based teacher edu-
cation programs can be traced to .4 variety of rai;tors present on different
campuses to some degree. Student discontent might have been a factor on
one campus while faculty involvement in experimentation could be a factor
in another college or department of education. Moves toward more account-
ability can be related to much of the push toward performance objectives
and Demands for program changes. Research sponsored by the U.S. Office
of Education a`d the much publicized nine funded elementary models gave
the competency b.tsed movement in teacher education a major thrust. Some
st,tte departments of ,:vIticatitlin have mandated elements of competency-
based teacher education. Whatever the motivation, there is scare!y a state
untouched by the movement and yet there is much confusion between pro-
fessionals over what constitutes a competency or performance-based
teacher education program. It can also safely be said that there are some
programs that are given much national attention and still other programs are
claiming tc he competency -baser in the s.tme way that other so-called inno-
vations are often iv!.entified without evidence of actual program sub,tance.
The ban.lwagon approach is .es apparent in the competency-based teacher
education movement as in any publicized movement that sweeps the coun-
try Interestingly, there ,re programs which have been labeled by their ad-
ministrators oi faculty members as 75 to 80 percent CBTE" while students
in those very programs indicate that they Jo not recognize any part of the
progr.tm .s having a competency-based component. There are groups of
teacher educators who have associated competency -based teacher educa-
tion with a particular type of governance plan, or their perception of what
the state department has demanded of programs.

The characteristics identified below do -nut arise out of a particular pro-
gr,tm description or a mindset growing out of a favorite arrangement of the
writer. Rather. they are results of the writer's on observations after visiting
a number of programs that have been identified as CBTE programs and also
as a result of personal visitations with program designers and of readings in
the field.

Role Derived Perception of Teacher

Many of the newer teacher education projects grew out of a study of the
nature of teaching and attempts to define teaching in terms of various situa-
tions, tasks, or expectations generally held by the faculty and designers of
the teacher education program. If, for example, the teacher is viewed as a
mere functionary in a bureaucratic organization and one who has little or
nothing to say about selection of content, development of teaching
strategies. and one who is subjected to a functionary role, then the c,om-

, petencies, expectations, skills, tnd attitudes and performances of such a
teacher will be quite different from a teacher prepared as a decision maker,
for example. If progr,tm designers view the teachekts a mere functionary



expeCted to carry out Lertain op.eiaMons to, unpljment a pi edesigned cur-
, IL ilium then ttaming pi ogram twerienLes and program outcomes will he
gt eatly affected by that pet ception of the teachet's roltls. ,

I het ear e prquar is that stew teaLhei s as ha,,ving many role.s under varying
sets of ci .umvances. but the purpostf of this disCussion is not-to define a
long list of iole perceptions file point is raised merely to s ggest that CBTE
jUgrains must take cognizanLe of the s arum, roles of teadung. Whether the
competencies are tole dens ed from in analysis of existing classrooms,
common agreement on desired LharaL elistiL ,. Lompetencaes, of skills, or
from 41 stirs ey of teachers and or admin sttators expressing general goals for

, teachers, the point is that the CBTE pilfagtam starts with a perception of a
teacher I he expectations ohs iously re'ate to the final list of skills, com-

,petencies:attitudes. and expectations of teacher.
Many; of the battles of faculty enter tiound the philosophies concerning

general education. specialization. and the battles.bet.orne more fierce when
professional component elements ate disLussed. One CBTE program. has
nggested that a beginning place for prk.gr am design .would be to have fac-
ulty community persons. parents. and regents wol k with statements about
education on which there Lan be summon agreement. These "We agree"
lists can he the startirg point for defining speLifiL objectives and goals for the
teacht.is and the roles perceised for them. .

Vet Wed Out«mies upd Eye( tatiows
After identify nig the philosophiLal issues, and the sources of agreement on

role evectations.'there must 'be sonic general goals of the CBTE program
ss hich .ire further refined into major eompetencies or expectations for
teachers Competericies are sub-disided, sometimes clustered together, and
a sy stem of delis ery of instruLtion is des iced, Please note tha, the writer has
carefully avoided saying that a "must for CBTE is the modularized instruc-
tional package However. performance modules are a very convenient de-
livery system and such a system L.an also provide for greater flexibility and
maximum opportunity to individualize programs for students.

In the past. teacher education programs have tended to express global
::vrsectations for the leacher with a series of experiences (courses) outlined
as either rethirements or options for students. but the program components
have not teen carefully related in many cases, and seldom were such pro-
grams characterized by dearly stated behavioral objectives. A minimum
essential for a competency -based teadier education program is clearly de-

fined objectives.
Bettis bt'al 0/Vet lire s has e been dkcimed endlessly in educational litera-

ture and they have sometimes been identified as the "cancer of curriculum"
or the "chains of helms fori .m" yet no responsible educator has ever advo-
cated that behavioral objectives he limited only to very strict cognitive
areas MI of the learning domainsaffective. Lognitive, psychomoterare
important and specific skills and Lompeterkies are 'elated to behavioral
ohjectis es, in (.13TE program,. Every CUTE program known to the writer
stresses the importance of attitudes and working in the affective objectives.

that there are difficulties in defining dearly stated objectives in the affec-
trse area (which can he doLumenteyi by student performance) will not be
denied but have we not always enLountered difficulty in working with at-
titudes') While there are many unresolved problems. some outstanding



strides have been made in CBTE programs working with all domains.
['he point is that to the c xtent possible, every competency, skill or attitude

expected as a program outcome is related to clearly stated "behaviors" in
some of the affective objectives. The characteristic of outcomes clearly
identified and related to specific objectives is the concept ,that the writer
wishes to stress at this Point. The college student in at CBTE progsam should
have many opportunities to "demonstrate" his attitudes. his knowledge. and
his performance in working with learners as well as demonstrating skill in
utilizing knowledge and strategies or proceuures.

Arudem tee ountabdav

I he teliance on clearly defined behavioral objectives leads into the
characteristic (it' student accountability. In the CBTE program the stress is
on performance (observable skills, competencies) rather than upon the com-
pleting a specified number or credit hours or courses. The CBTE program
which arranges competencies and clusters of comnetencies in the form of
instructional modules. demands that the student demonstrate his perfor-
mance before a review panel or assessment group. The student also is helped
to become more individually accountable since he is wel! aware of the objec-
tives of the module at the outset. Self-assessment, then is one of the out-
comes of a program that holds the student accountable for gaining specific
skill, or competencies Students are given many opportunities to practice
and to demonstrate competencies and to he certified as having met minimal
levels of competency

While student accountability is a general characteristic of CBTE pro-
grams, there is no implication that only the student is accountable for the
quality of the program or curriculum design. Such is a joint responsibility of
the faculty . the students, the public schools, and the community at large. As
instructional modules are made available as part of the CBTE curriculum,
they are the result of testing and perhaps several modifications before they
become a part of the program for more than a few "test students.'' The
testing of modules also help students. to become accountable because they
share in the responsibili ty for the production of modules that meet the needs

, of other students expected to gain competencies.

.S'ham'e! Responsibilirr fOr Program

While students are accountable in the CBTE program and faculty depend
upon student input and testing of modules, there is a clear responsibilit3 for
faculty and program designers to review the curriculum constantly. this
characteristic of shared responsibility makes for a more open, dynamic,
responsive program that is ever in the proces, of review. Professors from
various disciplines are interacting with each other, with students, with par-
ents. and with public school personnel. Mao) CBTE programs have steering
councils, module review boards, and a system of governance that provides
for joint responstbility ['his very factor however, has become the source of
much contention' colleges have perceived a particular system of governance
as being imposed either by law, by teachers groups. or other forces, and
there is much anxiety over the problem. The degree of shared responsibility
is different within each setting, but a well conceived CBTE program has
some type of governance system that provides for input and genuine in-



sok ement of all appropriate segments of the eduLation,Lommunity. To be-
come ensnared in endless battles over who has how many lepresentatives
and how mu. h financial responsibility is assigned to which component re-
sults in confusion and nun program. Unless there is a well designed program
that students will reLognite as one in which all components are integrated
and relationships are dear. the result will be less than satisfactory.

Instructional Delivery System.%

The staffing arrangements of teacher preparing institutions demand that
the institution have some system for accounting for the product's ity and
time assignments of faLulty Some CBTE programs have begun a course
modificatikm approach which involY es an entire revamping of the curriculum
and a crib al examination of all Lotuses lather than a patch -work of Lotuses.
Patch work approaLlu., may invoke a p.oLess of stating some behavioral
bjecties for a course ot. two. but the patch -work approach does not look

systematically at the entire curriadurn as is the characteristic of CBTE
delivery systems CBTE requires a re-assignment of faculty so they can
work with mdiyiduals in LonferenLes, in small seminars, or design and write
modules as part of a team.

The instruLtional module ha's dearly identified objectives and thus the
student is always aware of intended outcomes. Usually the module has a
pretest which is used for diagnostit. purposes. Once the student knows his
status, the instruLtion (new knowledge or skill acquisition) begins. One of
the charaLteristiLs of CBTF; instruLtion which distinguishes it from regular
classroom instruLtion or seminar, is the provision for multiple routes (ac-
tivities. readings. experienLes, exercises) from which the student may select
as a means of gaining the skill or competency. Finally, the student has a
post-test and progresses on to his next module.

't his own speed, the student progresses through modules and demon-
strates prolicierLy through the learning activities. In addition, the student
also has the option of accenting the siumested modules or designing his own
route o achieverpent of competencies for a module.

In many of the CBTE programs there is a great stress on educational
technology but this emphasis is not necessarily greater than might be found
in many contemporary programs. There is however, considerable stress on
simulation. computer (for both instruLtion and administrative purposes).
miLroteaLhing, and individual activities. It should be noted that CBTE pro-
grams do not advocate a ",orrespondent.e-type" instruLtion that iS devoid
of human interaLtionrOne of the criticisms often voiced of CBTE programs
is that they can beLome "black box learning" but no responsible CBTE
program ad oLates suLh isolation and :nsulation of students. Quite the Lon-
tr.iry many of the modules require some interaction yvith other students but
the students have the flexibility of making their own seminar or conference
arrangements with faculty members andior other students.

There are Lertain departments and professors who have built up private
domains around courses or areas of expertise v.hit.h are untouchable by
newer fac.ulty anyi other department;. The CBTE program forces close ex-
amination of the entire curriculum by the faculty. Bits of these once closely
guarded Louise, may then be inLairporated and become part of a module.
The student is then able to aLguii c proficiency in a specific competency. The
CBTE approach must be a collaborative effort, there can be no islands.of



excellence and,or personat territory of a particular professor or department.
trehl-Ined instruction is frequently a majot element of a CB-FE program

but,a is not an absolute essential for a pert or competency-based
teacher education program Obviously Cl3TE programs stress performance
and demonstration of skills and tmpetencies and for this reason- a well-
designed field component is mosNesirable. Laboratory schools. portal
sehool'arrangements, teacher centers. or some reality-based center to sup-
pon and unkrgard university instruction is a characteristic of better CBI E
programs 1 he portal school or teacher center provides the CB FE program

.with a testing ground and prov ides for integration of school district inservice
programs with university training for advanced study of teaching. The joint
operation of field_ centers also gives the CBTE program an opportunity for
cooperative decision making. and for joint responsibility to he demon-
strated Certainly teachers who grow as decision makers will require oppor-
tunities for decision making in a setting that has a realty base. Observation of
professionals from several agencies working, under joint responsibility and
shared decision making. will he excellent example for the emerging
teacher.

Indriniaal Prolzres% and nuiii:ation

programs that utilizee, modules which provide several learning op-
tions for students emphasize the individual learning styles of students. When
students are able to pretest and demonstrate whether they have a skill or
competency before instruction begin they feel that their individual worth
and skills are being respected. Students have opportunities to design instruc-
tional strategies and procedures for acquiring skills which forces- them to
become accountable but also provides for their individual interests, talents.
and needs,

Students progress through learning modules and through the acquisitaiii of
competencies at their own rate of progress although sonic CBTE programs
Wave found that unless students are given sonic gross deadlines (i.e. not
more than three semesters to complete 'particular number of modules),
tirtie students create **pile-ups that present logistical problems fur staffing

(faculty: assignments) and budgets. but at least the theory of individual rate
'of progression is very mach a characteristic of CBTE programs.

Personalization of program and of instruction is handled through
advisor student conferences, through redesign of modules, and through dif-
ferentiated field experiences used to test competent an. Some students may
wish to challenge particular tests, procedures. and sequencing that are part
of teacher edueation programs. The use of the CBTE approach would appear
to offer more opportunities to permit more personalization of instruction and
total pi-ogsam for students.

Pubhe Criteria

Ns with the objectives in CBTE programs. the criteria for performance
and achievement at minimal levels are usually specified for the assessment
teams When students know in advance, (open or public cntena) the skills.
attitudes, and competencies for which they are accountable, and when they
know the criteria for satisfactory performance. they are more receptive to
the prpgram and its components.

5



\s students attempt to .kquire t,unpetent,ies in speak areas. they be-
otut.. involved in evaluation of their pciformarke ,arid thus bei_onie students
of tc.khing I he degrees of ev.ellerke ,indoor level of competence are not
alwav, easily demised. Kit this too is stn age old problem. While CBTE
progiams admit din-knit) in assignin r degree or level of performance and
,ontpeteiky ..tt kast there Is an effort to establish advance criteria by whit.h
the petformarkt, is assessed. When there are many opportunities for re-
peated demonstration of per foi inarke and when evaluation proceti',ires in-
clude mole than one person making the assessment. students in CirTF: pro-
grams .tt least have the potential for dealing with a more open system. Some
rather .testis t. valuation procedure, .Ind record- keeping systems are be-
ginning to emeigt, and letter grades .tre fading into the past in CBTE pro-
grams

'Vire 11 4111 [All Pe ijOrinan«'

It night he drgued that all teacher edut,ation programs are oriented toward
performarke and achievement, but CBTE: programs, as a rule, tend to he
much alt11. on,...ined about demonstration of competence upon completion
of insirtitional modules than is typkal in other programs. As the numbe' of
te.u.hing positions diminishes, many teacher education programs will ie-
,pond by assuming that higher gr Ade point average entrarke requirements
will automatically assure quality of graduates.

CI111. programs tend to disregard entram....: standards in that they assume
not abiltt and e vpe,,t per for mam,e at minimal for better) levels of exi_el-
le nt, upon completion of the modules or the entire program. Bright talented
students who ,,an prowess at a rapid laic in CBTE programs find it pL,ssible
to accelerate in t.eitain aspe,,t, of their program but to take more time in
othct aieas of deelopment. Students who seem to require an inordinate
amount of time to ..quire competencies may want to reevaluate their obje,k-
nye, and ...tree' plans. When students have been involved in program de-
vclormknt. on a,sessment teams. and when aiteria foi evaluation are public
and open. students feel they have been desalt with fairly and appropriately.

Nummart tit (BM ChoracteriAties

I ht, has suggested th.tt CBTE programs .are open and dv namic. they
provide for Joint t,, ,hared responsibility, and for individual rate, of perfor-
marke as well as for personalized instruction. Students in CBTE programs
know the .stems for performance and they are expected to demonstrate
..onipetcrky and piotiocno rather than by accumulating letter grades or by
mete knowledge aiteria. Competency -based programs tend to be more sy S-
tematk in their lastrui_tronal delivery as . 111 as in the design of the total
,iirriulum. MIT. programs more often are field-based than is typical in
,onitemporary programs. They also demard that faculty and constituents
take a omprehensiv c outlook toward teacher preparation. CBTE programs
ha quality about them. They offer much intellectual stimula-
tion for students and for faculty and they have, in short. great potential.

t.
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Joan I) Inglis
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE
COMPETENCY-BASED 1 EACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM: A MODEL FOR CHANGE

jolt are! Educational Change

How Sloe, a college move to competency -based teacher J/ducation bro.
gram' Questions regarding time. personnel, procedures.'and phasing raise.
the crucial issues involved in change strategies. Such questions sometimes
imply naive assumptions iegaiding change and change processes. In the
quest for some applicable generalized approach, it is tempting to play down
or ignore situational variables bitch ah the uniqueness of each college in
terms of tradition. leadership. control practices, existing personnel policies.
history of change efforts. and relationship with the total institution. How-
e% et. these variables can not be ignored for educational change calls for
substantial political and social sophistication.

\lost change theories ate strangely silent on the matter of designing, di-
recting. and implementing change. Reports dealing with change seem to
focus either on products or on descriptive accounts of steps and provide
little guidance for practitioners in olvsd in changing. The form of reporting
usually takes shape after the fact`-and ir is an easy transfer to assume that the
form of reporting represents the processes inv olv ed. The change processes
are far more complex.

For example. we are told that in any planned educational change there
may he some basic differences revealed when trying to become more
specific about

ends
goals and purposes and that even when people

agree on ends, more basic disaireements arise in addressing alternative
means to common ends. Therefore, planned .hinge involves the processes

-of working with collaboration and conflict, with evolving leadership func-
tiors. reward systems. and control efforts related to aspects of change,
initiation. implementation. resistance, adoption, adaptation. Planned change
involves manipulat;tg the work environment, the coordination and use of
human and material resources, the effective use of formal and informal
communication net works. mediating optimum stress,tension task efforts,

,ctt. This deliniation suggests that change processes are as much a political
effort as an educalional effort. This acknowledgement of the political aspects
may partly explain the reason detailed aspects of change processes are not
publicly revealed especially when timing, control and use of data, and con-
stant negotiating are at the heart of the effort.

nucators hold different premises involving change and change processes.
Some hold that educational change must be individually oriented and depen-
dent upon changing the individual first and then modifying an institution's

tt, approach. Others hold that the primary focus should be on the larger envi-
ronment in that individual functioning depends upon what is reinforced and
rewarded through the institution's formalized expectations. The individual's
attitudes and predispositions will be rationalized as he adapts to the new
expected behavior. These two approaches are debated in any change

7



strategies including the change to competency-based teacher education pro-
grams.

The question "How does a college move to a competency-based teacher
education program?" might be more productive if posed in a different way.
"What must a college do when involved in designing and implementing a
competency-based prograin?" Posed this way, the question allows some
leverage in terms of what should he considered rather than leaping to assess-
ing means.

The initial assumption is that the college administration has t, definite
commitment to move in the direction of a competency-based program. The
basis for such a commitment is not an issue. The issue to keep in focus is the
commitment to educational change for growth. Obviously any such decision
involves a number of educational and non-educational considerations. At-
tempts to determine administrative motives or intent may cloud the fact of
what the institution mid administration are committed to doing. To bog down
initially in debates Over intentions and motives may prove time consuming,
morale lowering, and necessitate assessment of change strategies far differ-
ent than those being used in situations where a competency-based program
is given.

The following points may prove helpful when considering a change to a
CBTE prograrh:

1 To underscore the relative importance of the commitment to move to a
competency-based program, the administration would be wise to designate a
physically visible "Competency Resource Laboratory" for staff members.
Two functions are served; (a) space allotment by the administration indi-
cates that the commitment is valued bey ond a verbal allegiance and indicates
to the staff the seriousness of the commitment, (b) a laboratory containing
competency-based materials developed in other institutions in other states,
articles in which basic issues are discu.sed, and sample preservice and in-
service modules The purposes of the 1.4boratory would be to eliminate the
need for each interested faculty member to reinvent the wheel, discourage
the "show me" form of opposition which seeks delaying action, and helps
cement the fact that the move is not an is'olated wild-eyed, busy-work
schemt I some administrator. Care should be taken in the selection of the
person who will he responsible for establishing and managing the laboratory.
A respected. nonthreatening. and secure staff member might prove to be an
initial liaison in moving the commitment to the staff level.

2 Self assessment and self-evaluation are legitimate professional re-
quests regardless of the nature of the existing training program. An institu-
tional self-assessment with the staff involved raises the key issues to be
faced in establishing competency-based programs which are stating goals,
planning in-put. evaluating out-put, studying effectiveness, efficiency, staff
utilization, and cost-analysis.

The framework should be structured in such a way, as to surface the
fundamental issues raised by a competency-based program. A faculty com-
mittee working in conjunction with the administration might assume respon-
sibility for the assessment and evaluation. The assessment and evaluation
move serves a number of functions. (a) as with the laboratory, it underscores
the seriousness of the administration, (b) it provides needed base data for
evolving change strategies. (c) it raises the promises and problems involved
in competency based programs without having individuals responsible for
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pica...tang the %.ause.yand (d1 the reporting of the findings to all involved puts
the issues squarely on the professional table.

The self assessment 111a) prove to he a vehicle for ttaal faculty insets it..e
(including the administration ) in ter ms of identify mg issues, alternatives. and
Operational functioning of the evistng training program. The move from a
cour se base and abstract -progiams-. to perfor mance based modules and
erperence., may cause basic conceptual conflicts among the faculty which
reveal existing differences in philosophic positions but they need not he
destructive.

rhe employment an external assessment and evaluation team may
pros c helpful in using the initial self-assessment results. The external team.
carefully selected. may he asked to place emphasis upon the products of the
esistrng program. The team may work without me-knowledge of organiza-
tion. programs. courses. and staff utilization. The external team serves a
number of functions. (a) it may validate or challenge the self-assessment, (h)
it may he used by the administration and faculty as a scape-goat and act as a
vehicle for building bridges among staff membei s, (%. ) if desu ed. the external
group can he used to force positions and defense of positions in ways the
c visting organization might find difficult to do and still r emam etTective in the
change process.

4 Results of self assessment may indicate that there is a need for a more
articulate inter nal communication systema need that certain faculty mem-
bers might support even to the extent of scope-goatng the admnistiation for
not insisting upon such Gl professional pi ocedure at an earlier, time.

Division chairmen and.or department chairmen can ask each faculty
member to provide a four or five page syllabi); for the courses now being
taught A model syllabus, done by a staff member affiliated with the college,
should he made public, The model syllabus would provide a format. Title.
course description. instructor's assumptions, desired course outcomes.
treatments to he used by the instructm. and course and student evaluation
procedures. The syllabi completed by instructors for respective courses,
taught can he used in a number of ways. (alas vehicles for staff msery ice, (h)
to identify personnel able and, willing to design and implement competency -
based programs. ) as an indication of perceived and commended commit-
ment. (d) to indicate and provide access to staff members in need of assis-
tance at the primary support level.

It should he noted that the syllabus approach as a phasing strategy in
module development may pose .,substantial threat to some. Small resistance
pockets may still emerge but the fact that the request comes in terms of the
existing program. not .r proposed program, forces the resistance to be based
on grounds other than competency -based programs: Informal leadership by
key faculty members can handle this effectively.

5. State guidelines for approval of competency based programs should be
available to the staff. Selected personnel from the college should work with
state personnel in determining how to present the guidelines.

6. The college should sponsor .r staff-oriented teacher training workshop
in conjunction with other colleges involved in a similar underfaking. The
workshop would he designed to present what has been done to date in terms
of product and Nus imply a relative degree of interinstitutional competition.
tapes and materials should he placed in the laboratory and a full compara-
tive report made to the entire staff.



7 the college should sponsor a public school. college, and state
workshopa "linkage'' effort at which public school personnel are ex-
pected to identify teacher skills as an aspect of competent on-the-job fmc-
wiling and teacher training personnel arc prepared to present some syllabi
and prOjected modules The workshop should serve a number of functions;
a) form a definite linkage with preservice and inservice training, b) identify
any open discrepancies between training and on-the-job functioning; c) raise
issues regarding certification and continuing professional career options, and
provide a base for shared inservice for public school and college personnel
related to competency-based training and competency-based pupil pro-
grams: d) identify shared needs and methods of resolving such needs.

8 The college should a staff retreat at which feedback and syn-
thesis are underaken and at which each staff member is asked to write one
module, from respective areas of competence. A limited time factor forces
the beginning and completion of a task within one designated framework.
Resources to aid in module writing should be available at the.retreat for use
by individual staff members.

Fmerging leadership should he app trent in terms of previous perform-
ance in a variety of activities on campus. For example, some staff members
may he able to conceptualize and write while others demonstrate organiza-
tional competence or teaching skills. As leadership emerges it should be
recognized and formalized although these individuals may or may not hold
formal positions of institutionalized leadership. An inservice open session
should he planned for the identified leaders and they should be involved in
planning the change strategy from this point. Data are available, personnel
strengths and weaknesses have been identified, issues and feedback tech-
niques are open. and institutional needs have been identified. Additional
institutional commitment may be considered at this point in the form of
reduced load, pay differential, and/or other incentives such as increased
professional lea' time It may also be wise to identify informal leaders and
keep tHem functioning informally but with a definite support base.

10 Considering the available data and experience thus far, as well as the
extent of institutional commitment. the leaders should design and plan the
implementation of the competency-based program. The leaders should meet
as a group in extended task-oriented sessions. Funds should be made avail-
'able for consultants and visitations. The encompassing change to which the
leaders must address themselves in designing and implementing a
performance-based 'training program in their particular setting would involve
the following tasKs (a) identifying modules to be developed, (b) determining
the point of entry. (c) assessing the possibility of differentiated staffing and
means of phasing into such utilization of personnel, (d) determining organi-
zational changes needed to support the ogram change. (e) establishing time
targets, (1) anticipating Problems at various stages of development, (g) refin-
ing of formal and informal communication prOcesses, (h) assessing over-all
subsequent change strategies such as crisis management and reward sys-
tems (i) identifying change ramifications internal and external to the college,
and 01 recognizing ways and means of fit ming continued institutional com-
mitment.

11 The formation of a College Advisory Committee is helpful. This com-
mittee should include public school personnel, college and university fac-
ulty. college and university administration, a member of the State Depart-
10



ment of Education, students, and represcntlitives of professional organiza-
tions, industry, and labor Citizen representation should be in evidence; The
advisory conunittee advises within the established framework and should
have its role clearly and explicitly defined prior to formation. vt

12 the professional educatorspublic school and collegeshould form
a professional .ommittee designed to establish a framework for elevelopinga
formal approach to a viable linkage in areas of professional concern.

The above listed twelve concerns are njt a prescription nor do they ex-
all the concerhs.involved in planning a change to a competency-based

teacher education program. Not all colleges will find it necessary to consider
all of the concerns mentioned above. Some faculties will have a need to
focus on selected items while others will want to modify each one according
to the local situation For example, if a college has already developed forms
of linkage with publi. schools through the development of multiunit schools
or teacher centers. the approach may call for different phasing and different
kinds of staff utilization. The twelve concerns are only concerns and not
linear steps in a change model.

These considerations are experience based. As the faculty in the College
of Education. The University of Toledo. developed the now existing CBTE
program. certain conditions arose which demanded attention. Some proce-
dures were successful in bringing about the desired change while others were
not The suggestions cited above enabled the College, over several years, to
implement the program and organization described in the following section.

The Unit' zrsity c)f101edo's CBTE Program Background

During the fall of 1967. the University of Toledoin cooperation with a
consortium of the twelve state universities in Ohio, designed a comprehen-
sive model elementary teacher education program using United States Office
of Education funds It was predicated on the philosophy that the preservice
teacher who completes the program will he prepared to employ teaching
behaviors which wilLhelp every child whom he teaches to:

1 Ncquire the greatest possible understanding of himself and an apprecia-
tion of his worthiness as a member of society.

2 1cquire understanding and appreciation of persons belonging to social,
cultural and ethnic groups different from his own.

Ncquire to the fullest extent possible'for him mastery of the basic skills
in the use of words and numbers.

4 Ncquire a positive attitude toward school and toward the learning pro-
cess.

c kcquire the habits and attitudes associated with responsible citizen-
ship.

6 Acquire good health habits and an understanding of the conditions
necessary or the maintenance of priysical and emotional well-being.

kcquire opportunity and encouragement to be creative in one or more
fields of endeavor.

8 Understand the opportunities open to him for preparing himself for a
productive life and enable him to take full advantage of these opportunities.

9 Understand and appreciate as much as he can of human achievement in
the natural sciences, the total sciences, the humanities, and the arts.

10 '1'0 prepare the world for rapid change and unforeseeable demands in
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which continuing education throughout his adult life should be a normal
s.xpec tation.

These broad goals for teacher education wei e adapted from a statement on
educational goals prepared by the Committee on Quality Education foi the
State of Pennsylvania.'

These' ten goals constituted the starting point in the process to develop
more specific objectives. They were considered within five contexts and
behavioral objectives were written for each context which would help the
preservice teacher attain these goals. The contexts,were:

1. Instructional Organization
2. Educational Technology
3. Contemporary Learning-Teaching Process

Societal 'Factors
5. Research
Over 2000 behavioral objectives were generated by context with each

context further divided into major subjects and topics. These objectives,
after refinement during the feasibility study, became the nucleus of the Uni-
versity of Toledo's. present competency-based programs.

The specific assumptions upon which the University of Toledo's CBTE
programs are based are:

I The programs require the development and utilization of individually
guided education techniques.

2 Elementary teachers shall be prepared .is specialists in one field and as
generalists in the other three major curricular areas of the elementary
school.

Teachers shall be instructed by and taught to utilize the most recent
technological and media innovations.

4 The programs shall apply operant conditioning, as well as practices
dictated by developmental psychology as appropriate.

The programs require an awareness of, and appreciation for, the differ-
ences existing in society today.

6 Teachers in the programs will know how to assess the effect of their
own-t6aching behavior and style.

7 The programs will incorporate various levels of experience in order to
approximate more ideally the realities of teaching.

8 The public schools are a vital part of the teacher education programs.
9 The university must be changed in ways conducive to the needs of the

programs and these changes must precede other activities.
10. Teacher preparation is continuous.

The Public .cltool.s as a Vital Part of the Teacher Education Programs
Paralleling the development of the competency-based teacher education

programs on campus, the College began insery ice programs to introduce and
support educational innovations with school systems in the Greater Toledo
:.ea t me aspect of this activity was,the development of Individually_Guided
Education and Multiunit Schools (LUAUS). This innovation was modeled
after the IGENUS concept developed by the University of Wisconsin Re-
search and Development' Center for CoXitive Learning. Twenty-four
IGE'M US schools are now operative in theroledo metropolitan area and
serve os laboratory schools for the elementary CBTE program.

12
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Individually Guided Education and its component, the Multwin School,
is logically conthined with CBTE as many of the elements in each are com-
patible The combining elements are apparent in the. following description.

l Guided .Educat ion

"IGF is a comprehenske system of education and instruction designed to
produce higher educational achievements through providing well for nd-
vidual difference among students in rate of learning, learning style and other
characteristics.-2 The components ot IGE are: ,

1 An organization for instruction and a related administrative organiza-
tion at the building level as well as the central office. (The Multiunit
Organizational Structure.)

1. An instructional programming
A. model for developing measurement tools and evaluation procedures.

4 Statements of instructional objectives, criterion referenced tests and
observation schedules and curriculum materials.

S A program of home-school communication to support pupil motivation
and learning.

'6 Facilitative environments in schools, central offices, state education
agencies, and teacher education institutions.
Research and development to generate knowledge about the program
and to test materials and procedures.

The multiunit school is an organizational arrangement of teachers de-
signed to facilitate the implementation of !GE. As seen in Figure I, three to
five teachers. one of whom is the unit leader. assume responsibility to plan,
implement and evaluate instruction for from 90 to 150 multiaged youngsters.
Fach unit is also serviced by an aide and a student-teacher,or intern. A major
focus of the multiunit school is that of shared educational and instructional
decision making at appropriate levels. Organizational structure with over-
lapping membership encourages communication and decision making. The
unit, under the leadership of the unit leader who chairs the b-weekly, unit
meetings. is the key decision making group planning instiuction ,,for the
children in the unit. The Instructional Improvement Committee OIL
chaired by the principal and composed of the unit leaders from each unit,
deals with curriculum issues and coordinates educational policy in the build-
ing The System-Wide Policy Committee (SPC) is designed to support the
implementation of the multiunit organization. These structures provide
communication linkages from staff teachers through to central office. Deci-
sion making and accountability at the building level are encouraged.

C
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Figure 1.

Organizational Chart of a Multiu it School3
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major component of IGE is the instructional programming
includes:

oad range educational objectives for the students of a building in
curriculum area.

range of objectives for sub-groups of students.
sessment of objectives, learning style, motivational levels of each

udent by use of criterion referenced tests, observation schedules and
work samples.
Short term instructional objectives for each child.
The instructional program for each student in terms of the amount of
attention and guidance by the teacher, the amount of time in interaction
among students, the use of materials printed and audiovisual and direct
experiences, the learning mode (one-to-one, small group or indepen-
dent). the use of space and equipment and the amount of time in adult
led or studePt led small and large group activity as well as independent
study.
The assessment of attainment of designated objectives and setting of
new instructional objectives.
Recycling if appropriate.



the instructional programming model in the IGE school parallels the
module format in the College It is into such a setting that the college student
in the ('HTE program at the University is placed. The student is assigned to
a team of classroom teachei educators and is directly, under the guidance of
the unit leader In this situation, the student of teaching has the opportunity
to observe several teaching styles. personalities and is less likely to model
his behavior after any one single teacher.

Not only is the instructional format similar in both settingscollege and
public school hut also the decision making organization. The College fac-
ulty is organized into interdisciplinai y faculty teams under the guidance of a
team leader Graduate assistants are assigned to teams as instructional aides
as are student-teachers in the school.

FAC IrrY TFA M

Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Psychology

Societal Factors
Educational Media and Technology

Early Childhood

l'he College teams ilso meet hi-weekly and ate chaired by the team leaders.
In addition, the College Instructional Improvement Committee
chaired by the Dean, is composed or the College team leaders, department
and div ision heads This committee is the policy making group for the CBTE
program.

College Instructional Improvement Committee

Dean, Chairman
ream Leaders

Division and Department Directors
Director, Field'Experience

Representative Students

culty 'ream A

ream Leader
13

Representative Faculty from
Curriculum, Instruction __

Educational Psychology
Societal Factors
Educational Media and Technology
Early Childhood

Graduate Assistants

Moreover, the Team Council, comprised of the team leaders, meets weekly
'to iron out more specific coordination concerns between the teams.

Since the original CBTE model was developed, it has been expanded to
include the secondary program and thus, all undergraduates are enrolled in
one of the CBTE programs. Efforts are currently underway to apply aspects
of the IGE MUS concept to secondary schools in the area. Secondary
schools which employ differentiated staffing or team teaching techniques
serve as laboratory schools for the secondary education CBTE programs.
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The University of Toledo's CBTE programs consist of three major com-
ponents:

Career Decisions
2. Professional Year
3. Student Teaching

Career Decisions

Career Decisions is a two-quarter, eight credit hour program lequii ed of
all students entering the College of Education and it ;s taken during the
freshman or sophomore years. This phase of the CBTE prOgram was im-
plemented in the fall of 1970, with all freshmen who entered the College.
This totalled approximately 800 students.

Career Decisions is designed to provide the student with experiences
which will enable him to decide whether he wishes to pursue a career as a
teacher The student spends two hours per week on campus in small group
classroom instruction and one hour in large group instruction. In addition, he
is required to spend one-half day per w eel in a related field experience.

Career Decisions is competency- based, modularized, and team taught.
The faculty teams serve as teachers and undergraduate advisers. The adviser
relationship continues after the studcnt completes Career Decisions until the
junior year when he is reassigned to an adviser from the professional year
staff.

Professional Year

The professional y e'ar component of both the elementary and secondary
programs is the heart of the CBTE programs. At the elementary level there
are four, eight quarter hour courses into which the modules are divided and
at the secondary level the modules are spread over two quarters, one for ten
quarter hours of credit and one for twelve quarter hours of credit. Currently,
there are 50-100 students enrolled in each course.

The fundamental principle that underlies the progress of th5.-student
through both of the programs is that module achievement, not tithe, should
be held constant. A student may work as rapidly or as slowly as he chooses
but he cannot progress to the next module until he has demonstrated compe-
tency at the prerequisite stage.

Each course and set of modifies is field-based and every efflirt is made to
ensure that content and practice introduced on campus relate to actual prac-
tice in the field, An indepth experience required in a school setting where the
student can demonstrate the competencies is required for each set of mod-
ules. At the elementary level all field experience takes place in multiunit
schools since the multiunit school has been designated as the elementary
component of CBTE-CBTE,IGEIMUS/E. At the secondary level, students
are assigned whenever possible, to schools which employ team teaching
strategies.

The use of traditional course numbers and credit allocation is observed in
order to provide the University registrar with information compatible with
the system for recording credit presently in use at the university level. Cur-
rently letter grades are also given for the successful completion of the mod-
ules. The faculty wishes to move to a pas..-fail system of grading as soon as it
can be arranged within the University structure.
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Students who do not complete the modules are recycled. When they fail to
complete repeated modules and encounter difficulty with several modules,
they .ire generally counseled out of the program. Currently about 90 percent
of all students successfully complete all modules.

Student leaching

A sixteen quarter hour student teaching experience culminates the CBTE
programs at both the elementary and secondary levels. Since the field-based
professional year modules give the student opportunities to engage-in ac-
tivities which are normally reserved for student teaching in traditional pro-
grams, the student's final laboratory experience (student teaching) more
closely approximates that of a regular teacher. He becomes a full functioning
teacher. diagnostician. and decision maker.

Criterion-referenced checklists have been developed to evaluate student
teaching performance These criteria include the terminal performance
criteria of the modules which have been taught prior to the student teaching
experience The final determination of whether the student has met the
criterion lists is made by. the cooperating teacher and college supervisor on
the basis of data collected using the common criteria.

Continuing Cooperation and Co;')rdituttion

In order to facilitate a supportive env ironment for our students and to
foster .t continuing partnership with the schools, the teacher center concept
has been developed. Each College team has a cluster of schools cooperating
in the field Activities associated with the modules taught by the College team.
Each professor sere es as a facilitator to one of the schools in the center.

TEACHER CENTER A
College feat,' A

Professor A
Professor B
Professor C
Professor D
Professor E

Multiunit Schools

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5

The College facilitator assumes responsibility for
I Coordinating the field experiences of the career decisions aides, the

professional sequence student and the student teacher.
2. Serving as consultant by attending the.IIC and unit meetings.
3. Identifying inservice needs of the school.
Personnel from the centers meet periodically to discuss the field compo-

nents of the modules, the college student's performance in the classroom
and the refinement of the IGEiMUS concept.

Difficulties Encountered in CBTE Development

Tt(e major difficulty encountered in developing the programs was finding
way s to involv e'all faculty who would ultimately be required to teach in the
CBTE programs Due to the dynamic leadership of ,the Dean, the faculty
finally determined that they had best help shape their destiny and they
Worked diligently and far above and beyond the call of duty to develop the
programs.

4 )
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)
The following are areas in which we are still seeking answerb.

What .ire the skills and competencies whia are most important for
tei chers to have? %

_ Wh.it are the generally agreed upon knowledge, performance, and
product criteria essential in CBTE programs?

3. How are the criteria identified?
4. How are the criteria evaluated?
5 How can teaching behavior and pupil learning be assessed?
6 How can a CBTE program in all its complexity be managed?
7 How can the program be+est evaluated and by what criteria?
8 =kre we preparing better teachers in our CBTE programs than the ones

we trained in the old program? .,

The,,e. we believe, are not insurmountable problems. We have developed
an extensive evaluation model which when put into operation will aid us
in acquiring the answzrs to these and other questions. Additional funds are
needed in order to make the evaluation design operational. We believe that
our present implementation efforts are merely our best approximation of the
ideal program which Was originally designed. Through a series of-suLcessive
:pproximations we will ultimately reach the ideal. In the meantime, we
continue to strive for it.

In Retrospect

If we were to go back and redesign the University of Toledo's CBTE
program based on what we have learned, there would be very little changed.
The stages which we went through were important because the program

'needed to evolve as the faculty 's program and not as a curricular design
imposed by the administration. Those who are ultimately going to be af-
fected by decisions must be involved in the decision making. Such was the
case of fdculty involvement in the development of the University of Toledo's
CBTE programs.

Unlike traditional teacher education programs, CBTE programs are in a
constant state of becoming. When program revision stops and programs
cease becoming. the demise of CBTE will be near.

Selected References

'1 4 Plan far Evaluating the Quality of Educational Programs in Pennsyl-
vania Educational Testing Service: Princeton, New Jersey, 1965.
2 Klausmeier. Herbert, et al. Individually Guided Education and the Mul-
tiunit &hoot Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive
Learning: Madison, Wisconsin, 1971, p. 17,18.
3. Ibid., p. 21.
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Donald ('hale
Harris

Ntarg.iret Ishler
Bowling tueen State Eniversitv

PROCESS TO PRODUCT: A COMPETENCY-
BASED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM IN
STUDENT TEACHING

Establishment of the BowlingGreen State University Competency-Based
Student Teaching Program appeared as the result of logical process through
identification of teaching skills during ievision of the student teaching evalu-
ation font The development and use of the %.0mpoenLy program resulted
from attempts to describe more effectively and efficiently the abilities re-
quired of the prospective teacher.

Beginning and unknown artists must present thtiir works to make a sale:
The architect must prove ability in design and planning for construction
before building can begin. The physician must exhibit the necessary skills to
begin practice. and logic provides that the beginning teacher must exhibit
evidence of competency in teaching before being allowed to teach as a
professional. The obstacle confronting many programs has been --What
evidence' ?'' The question in actuality is-- What evidence. fur whom? The
charge in the establishment of the BGSU program was to make basic deci-
sions on:

I. What competencies will he delimited and evaluated?
2. How will these competencies he evaluate,d?
3. Who will receive the evaluations and for what purpose?
It was assumed the evaluations would be conducted by the cooperating

teachers froatthe schools and the clinical supervisors from the University.
Needed were guidelines for all concerned. the student teacher, the cooperat-
ing teacher. the University clinical super:4.or. and the prospective employer.

Dt t lopment of Ba sit Comp( tent ew and Perfarmant e Objec tines

Of,primary concern in the development of bask areas of competency and
percormance objectives for student teachers was the establishment of a con-
sortium of interested and representative parties from all aspects of the af-
fected population Discussions were held with teachers; student teachers.
school administrators. placement officials. methods instructors and student
teaching supervisors It appeared quite evident that an unlimited number of
performance objectives could he written for the multi-faceted experiences
available as a teacher .\ bask premise was accepted by all concerned that
objectives should to limited in number and be representative of the basic
skills expected of a beginning teacher. Placement officials and adminis-
trators provided valuable input in describing those skills and characteristics
they were seeking in th,: prospective teacher. A determined effort was Mat:
to e.fcctively describe w!iat the prospective employer wanted to know.

fter an extensive review of the literature, including findings from
research.' " ' the, nature of teaching,'" " and theories of learning.° 101 a list
of objectives was formulated which represented a glob,a approach to the
establishment of a competency eased student-teacher program.

Reference to the literature was of considerable help in defining basic com-
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petency areas and in providing reasonable limitations upon the.competencies
selected and developed by the consortium.12..'

As a result of the many inputs, six basic areas of competency were chosen
to he evaluated. They are:

(1) Human Relations Skills
(2) Communication Skills
(3) Planning for Instruction
(4) Instructional Techniques
(5) Evaluation
(6) Subject Matter

The first five areas were designated as applicable to all student teachers. The
chemistry teacher needs human relations skills as well as the elementary
teacher The social studies teacher needs ommunication skills as v ell as the
physical education teacher. The sixth area, subject matter. is the point of_
discrimination and individualization in that it appears there are some skills
the physics teacher needs that the English teacher does not and the elemen-
tary teacher needs some special skills that othe areas do not, and so on.

In order to establish the competencies for subject matter, a number of
meetings were held to provide interaction between public school teachers.
university methods instructors and student teaching supervisors. The
strategy was as follows:

( 1 ) establish a list of skills unique to the subject matter area.
(2) write the skills on performance terms.
(1) determine various methods of measurement of the skills as described in

the performance objectives.
Performance objectives were written in the bask competency areas, includ-
ing the subject matter area. by a variety of individuals pooling their ideas and
perceptions of the needs for a beginning teacher. The number of objectives
was limited, intentionally, to include from 5 to 12 for each area. Each compe-
tency area is, however, open-ended and an agre'ment between,the cooperat-
ing teacher, the student teacher, and the university clinical supervisor can
expand or reduce the performance objectives to satisfy the unique circum-
stances of the assignment and the goals of the individual student teacher.

Figure 1 shows the performance objectives in five of the six competency
areas as they appear on the student teacher's evaluation form and Figure 2
shows the first and last pages of the form, which deal with summary state-
ments on the competency areas.

Modules

Students begin student teaching with a variety of skills and experiences at
their disposal Some face the necessity to complete an established perfor-
mance objective with limited or no experience. To provide assistance or
reinforcement for those students, learning modules were produced for the
performance objectives. The modules are of different varieties. Some are
pre-test. post-test modules, some descriptive, some explanatory, however,
all modules were produced to allow completion within a one to two hour
limit A long and extensive module may be well conceived, but if the stucient
does not complete it has little value. Two basic assumptions were made
for use of the modules; (I) all students are not required to do all modules.
The student would complete only those modules for performance objectives
with which he needs (See Figure 2.) (2).the modules arc used on an
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Figure 1.

Performance Objectives

ACAcceptable. ANIAcceptable Needing Improvement,
UNot Acceptable or'Unsatisfaciory

COOPER; TING 'TEACHERS AND CLINICAL SUPERVISORS. Please refer to the
BC.St. Coupeiatinb Te..1.1 Handbutii, fui suggested inethuds of measurement of perfot mant.e
objectives

EMPLOYERS. Please see the student teacher b redential portfolio for more detailed exam-
ples of the student's performance in each of these competency areas.

I. Human Relations Skills 5 Provides for individual differ-
I Exhibits cooperation and rapport ences among pupils in planning.

with students. faculty..peers. ___ 6, Plaits a variety of teaching
2 Exhibits sense of responsibility strategies.

and dependability. . _ 7. Provides evidence of command of
_ _ _ 3 Exhibits enthusiasm and warmth up-to-date subject matter informa-

in the student teaching experi lion. -.
ence. IV. Instructional Techniques

_____ 4. Acts as a professional educator. _ I. Secures pupil participation in
_ _ 5. Follows specific rules and policies class activities.

of the school. ___ . 2. Organizes/instructs on one-toone
__ __ 6. Uses effective methods of control basis, in small and large groups.

and discipline. 3. Accepts student ideas and °pin-
__ 7 Displays sense of humor in the ions.

classroom. 4 Shows flexibility to student needs
___ 8 Demonstrates good housekeeping and ideas.

habits. 5 Supplies proper physical mated-
II. Communication Skills als for planned lessons.

I Writes clearly, legibly, and in an 6 Transmits personal knowledge or
organized manner on: subject matter into meaningful,
I. the chalkboard relevant experiences for the
2. students' papers learner.
3 duplicated matenals _ 7 Explains subject materials and

2 Constructs, when applicable, bul ideas at age/ability level of the
!elm boards or display materials. class.

_ ! 3 Shows ability to operate various 8 Constructs, interprets, and uses a
types of AV equipment, a"d uses sociogram in the classroom, when
AV in the classroom. applicable.

_ 4. States orally clear, concise direc- V. Evaluation
lions and instructions. , I Constructs a classroom test using

_ 5 Uses verbal questioning tech- a variety of questions.
niques in vanous grouping pat- 7 Uses a classroom test as a learn-
terns. ing device..

_ 6 Uses effective non-verbal com _ 3 Makes an item analysis of a class-
muiacation techniques. room test, where applicable.

_ 4 Makes use of and studies The re-7 Uses a variety of voice projection
techniques. .- sults of an observational system

for classroom analysis, such as
III. Planning for Instruction Finder's Interaction Analysis.

_ I Formulates daily written lesson 5 Uses various methods of self-
plans. , evaluation.

2 Incorporates problem - solving VI. Subject Matter: (See Student
techniques for pupils in lesson Teacher Credential Portfolio for
plans. the student teacher's performance

___ 3. Constructs behavioral ; perfer objectives in the subject matter
mance objectives in subject mat- area. Each student teacher com-
ter field. pletes performance objectives

_____ 4. Formulates wntten unit lesson unique to the subject matter
plan and/or individual needs.)

indis idual basis, howl: et, some of the modules may be used for group study
during the seminar. Along with the modules the Field Experiences Depart-
ment is developing video -tape demonstration clips on the different perfol-
mane objectives as performed by student-teachers in the field. These tapes
will be available for viewing by students and cooperating teachers.
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Figure 2.

Student Teaching Summary Report. College of EduLation. Bowling Green
State University. Bowling Green. Ohio 43403

Last Name First Name

Campus Address

Home Address

Initial

Zip Code Phone

Zip Code Phone

SS #

Name of Participating School City State Zip Code

Name of Cooperating Teacher(s) Grade-Subject Taught

ajo r(s ) (GPA) N./nor (Overall GPA) Quarter Year
TO THE EMPLOYER This student teacher has been practicing in the BGSU Competency-
Based Student Teaching Program The bask competencies have been evaluated dunng an
I I-week experience in the schools The student teacher has been held accountable for specifit
performance objectives A general indication of performance is given in this report. More
detailed information on this evidence is s.ontamed in the Student Teacher s Credential Portfolio
and will be supplied by the student at a personal interview.

TO THE CLINICAL SUPERVISOR AND COOPERATING TEACHER. BASED ON EVI-
DENCE COL LECTED, please write SUMMARY comments indicating the evaluation of this
student teacher in the competency areas described below. Refer to the performance objectives
for the greater part of the information written. Please use short phrases. If written legibly in ink.
It is not necessary to type.

I- HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS. (Sense of humor. cooperation and rapport. dependabil-
ity acceptance of responsibility. enthusiasm. professional attitude and conduct. effective

,,,methods of control and discipline, housekeeping habits.)

II COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS. (Writing and oral expression. verbal questioning tech-
niques in various grouping patterns. non-verbal ommunkations, voice projection, ability
to operate AV equipment.)

III PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION. (Formulation of written daily lesson plans and writ-
ten unit lesson plan, integration of problem solving texhniques, construction of behavioral
performance objectives in subject matter, utilization of a variety of teaching strategies.
providing for individual differences.)

IV INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES. (Pupil participation. flexibility, acceptance of stu -.
dent ideas and opinions. transmission of personal knowledge ofsubject matter into rele-
vant expenences for the learner. construction/interpretation of sociograms, organizes/
instructs on one-to-one basis, and smr.11 and large groups planning.)

V EVALUATION' (Uses a classroom test as a learning device. uses methods of self-
evaluation, constructs a classroom test using a variety of questions. makes item analysis of
a classroom test, uses and studies results of an observational system for classroom
analysis.)

VI SUBJECT MATTER. (Also see student's portfolio for objectives unique to student's
subject ar.



STA TEMEN1S OF PERCLIVED PROFESSIONAL POTENTIAL AS A BEGINNING
TEACHER:

Cooperating Teacher:

Student Teacher:

Clinical Supervisor:

Cooperating Teacher Student Teacher

University Clinical Supervisor Date

(.

The Credential Portfolio-Evaluation Evidence

The Bowling Green State University student teacher is required to build a.
credential portfolio to offer evidence of his competencies to the school ad-
miListrator. It is the responsibility of the student-teacher to gather the com-
pleted evidence and establish a format for presentation of that evidence at
interviews with prospective employers. Each student-teacher must complete
a portfolio., but the quality of the presentation is left to the individual.

The credential portfolio may contain the following kinds of evidence.
1. The performance objeclivq used for student-teacher's evaluation,

with a rating classification of either acceptable performance, needs
improtanent, ur unacceptable plus written evaluation statements on
each competency area from the cooperating teacher a,nd the University
SUpervisor.

2. Written examples of daily and unit lesson plans, tests, sociogratns,
and. ur other selected materials applicable to the student's assignment.

3. An audio-tape recording of a teaching situation or interaction with
children as pupils.

4. Modules completed in certain competency areas.
5. A transcript of credits and course experiences.
6. A handwritten report of the field experience by the student teacher.
7. Results of standardized tests related to teaching.
8. A video-tape recording of classroom performance.
9. A summary of pupils' evaluations of .the student-teacher's perfor-

mance.
10. Photography of bulletin boards, chalkboards, interaction with pupils,

classroom activities.
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additional portfolio es idence relating to the student's unique assign-
ment such as

learningpackels developed by the student-teacher
examples of pupils' work
mini-course developed and taught by the student
teacher in his free hcIur
contributions made to school

The credential portfolio, after two years of use. has become a valuable
tool .for the interviewing teacher prospect. Administrators have indicated
positively that the evidence presented is an important factor in the final
decision of which to employ a candidate. Feedback from previous student-
teachers concerning the positive value of the portfolio has filtered back to
current student- teachers and the quality of evidence presented is rapidly
increasing Presenting evidence of competence in teaching in those areas
outlined by the concerned population appears a logical part ofIthe. teacher
education process.

Functioning of the CBTE Student Teat hing Program in the Field
The Bowling Green Student Teaching program includes centers (concen-

tration of 20 to 24 student-teachers in one building with a full-time University
supervisor in residence) as well as austers (student-teachers placed within a
limited geographic area with a full-time University supervisor). The follow-
ing account is that of the program's functioning in a large suburban high
school center.

The student-teacher becomes acquainted with the competency-based
program in an all-day seminar the first day of .the student teaching quarter.
M this time the supervisor provides him with an overview of the program,
administers diagnostic tests to check cognitive knowledge essential for com-
pletion of certain performance skills, and distributes modules for those com-
petencies related to activities for the first two weeks of the field experience.
In this session the student-teacher learns that the program has two pre-
dominant characteristics. (I) focus on the student-teacher learner and (2)
explicit learning goals. (These goals are referred to as performance objec-
tives within the six competency areas.

The student-teacher during this first meeting formulates his person& per-
formance objectives that reflect his expectations for himself in this period.
These objectives are included in his credential portfolio along with the pro-
gram performance objectives.

The stilent-telicher then proceeds through the.ten week progTarn as de-
picted by the diagram in Figure 3.

Seminars play an important part in the instructional phase of the program
for it is in these frequent meetings that unfamiliar or problem performance
objectives are discussed and practiced,

If the Adent-teacher is not able to complete the competencies in one .
quarter He can he recycled through the program or shifted to appropriate
course work leading to graduation but not to state certification.

Cooperating Teachers & Data Gathering

Familiarizing cooperating teachers with a competency-based program in-
volves close contact between the University supervisor and the school fac-
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Figure 3.

Progression of a Student Through Bowling Green
State University's Student

Teaching Program

Student Teacher

Enters
Program

Receives
program
objectives

>. Enters
classroom

Shows through
performance
weakness in
certain objectives

Demonstrates
program
objectives in
classroom

Shows through
diagnostic test
weakness in
cognitive objective

works on modules
for mastery of a
performance objective

Demonstrates
objective in
classroom

Failes to
demonstrate
objective

Completes
performance
objectives

Completes
program
acceptably

Finishes
programnot
on zcceptable
levelnegative
evaluation

does not
complete program
acceptably chooses
to be recycled

(
ulty. 131-monthly meetings were held to explain the program, examinee
modules and present certain superviso,y techniques to use in gathering data.

Teachers had difficulty making the k,ognitive leap between normative and
criterion referents in ev aluation. To facilitate this process, in -sere ice instruc-
tion was held in the meetings to emphasize the "how's" and "why's" of the
data gathering process so that teachers could accumulate objective data for
feedback and ev aluatrm to promote the student-teacher's progress. Certain
supervision instruments such as Flanders Interaction Analysis, Indiana Be-
hav tor Management System, and Love-Roderick Non-Verbal Categories
were taught to cooperating teachers to help them gather objective data for
the student-teacher's analysis and for performance evaluation. The teachers
were encouraged to,gather data throughout the quarter on the demonstration
of the competency objectives through such means as the above instruments
plus ausho tapes, anecdotal reports, verbatim transcripts, and student re-
ports. Data was to be shared with the student-teacher in daily conferences
and with the University supervisor during the mid-term and final evaluation
conferences.
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A graduate course, The Cooperating Teacher in Student Teaching: Rolesand Responsibilities, was developed and taught to interested cooperativeteachers. In the course, the cooperating teachers learned the skills necessaryto perform the competencies of supervision as specified by Spanjer inTeacher Preparation: Supervision & Performance."

Assessment

The student-teacher's progress. as demonstrated by the successful com-pletion of each competency area at the minimum level of performance for abeginning teacher, is monitored carefully and continuously throughout thequarter by the cooperating teacher and the University supervisor. Explicitevidence is u,,ed, whenever possible, to provide the data indicating comple-tion or lack of completion of objectives. Formative assessment. based ondata, is done by the student-teacher and h.s pupils as well as his supervisors."Summative evaluation performed by the cooperating teacher, Universitysupervisor,. and the student-teacher indicates each competency objectivewas demonstrated at an acceptable level (as defined in the modules), or at anacceptable level that needs improvement, or an unacceptable level. Space isprovided on the evaluation form for summary comments as well as specificstatements about the student's performance in each of the six competencyareas.
Summative evaluation of the program is being undertaken in addition tothe informal quarterly evaluation done by teachers and the student-teachers,through a research project soliciting responses from program graduatesworking in Ohio schools.

'Reactions

Reactions to the CBTE program after two years of implementation in thefield are positive from both the products and the cooperating teachers. Re-ports indicate decreased tensions for the student-teachers in that the perfor-mance objectives delineate the expectations of the program. The programhas served as a communication focal point for the cooperating teacher andthe student-teacher. It has also served as a basis for measuring learning.,outcomes. It has increased cooperating teachers' and student-teachers'awareness of the range of behaviors involved in teaching and has em-,phasized the need to gather objective data through use of supervisory toolsto help promote professional growth through analysis and self-evaluation.
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Phillip L. Hosford
hick 0. L. Saunders
Ness Mexico State University

INITIATING A PERFORMANCE-BASED
TEACHER EDUCATION
CONVERSION ON A SHOESTRING*

The record of education is inundated with ideas that became fads or to
which the response was tokenism. Some of the ideas deserved no more than
that In the last decade or so ideas were federally financed into seven figures
that disappeared when the fiscal well went dry. Sometimes this was.a good
resolution Bandwagons are about as attractive to professional educators asthey are to other professionals.

In recent years performance-based education and even more emphatically
performance-based certification could be labeled as one of the current
bandwagons Certainly, there has been some word inundation. One need-not
exaggerate the time and money involvement in subsidized study. Legisla-
tures in some states have bought a panacea response with statutory decrees.

Basic PBTE Premises

To some it has ,2emed more important than bandwagons, even more
important than subsidies or real and prospective legislative mandates, to
capitalize the viable educational concepts that seem to be an essential part of
the performance-based or any good preparatory program in teacher educa-
tion.

It seems more than reasonable that a student has the right to know in
advance of any course, activity or experience what is going to be expected of
him to meet the requirements of that aspect of his preparation. It matters less
that one calls these learning goals, a behavioral objective, a performance
objective or a competency. The important element is the communication of
the desired outcome of experience and if labeling and writing help the com-
munication one ought to try to help learning that way.

Further, it seems imperative, it only to be honest and fair, to tell the
student how, when, where, why, who and what, are going to be used to
measure his performance of the stated requirement. One may doubt that
"telling" is strong enough, for it is necessary to ascertain that communica-
tion has taken place Again, what is chosen to name the methods of evalua-
tion is secondary to the understandings from the outset and effectiveness of
the various devices to measure.

Converting a teacher preparation program to a performance-based pro-
gram is a difficult task for any college of education. Even if the effort is fully
funded for a three-year conversion period including monies for a full-time
director, professional faculty time for construction of modules and planning,
office space, secretarial assistance and general overhead expenses, the ac-
tual implementation is achieved only to the degree of total staff commitment.

For our purposes we make no argument as to which of the terms, "performance-ba^sed" or-competency-based." is the better or more definitive term. We/Invite the reader to select his
own preference after he has read the material.
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It is the motivation of administration and faculty that 'is going to move
generalizations to specific descriptors and initiate change. Even if there is no
outside funding. this seemingly insurmountable hurdle need not make the
situation hopeless. One initatory procedure has proven workable at New
Mexico State University and is the subject of this report.

The Conversion Process
The necessary commitment to certain elements of performance-based

teacher education was first demonstiated when the administrative council of
the College of Education recommended that one faculty member be freed
one-half time for one semester to serve as coordinator for the PBTE effort.
This faculty member was given a product assignment described .ts "sets of
written descriptors of competencies and methods for their eva.uation for
each of the requiled professional education courses in our undergraduate
program."

Does this sound familiar' The half salary for one semester was made up
from a combination of monies budgeted in the College which ordinarily
would have gone to ,esearch, faculty travel and other item., The same
benefit could be achieved through a regular sabbatical leave assignment or
suLh procedures as the faculty agreeing to carry the extra half-load for that
semester.

,
Some external coerciveness existed since the State Department of Educa-

tion had a task force to explore" performance-based certification, but in
itself, this was a known part of the bandwagon scene rather than a real
motivator. Most faculty responded more to educational improvement pos-
sibilities than to other factors when the administrative council decided to
invest its minimal resources in such a programmatic experiment. The plea
for conversion of all Lore professional courses in the College to a PBTE
syllabi base with the help of the half -time 'consultant' wasgenerally received
with approval.

With a small office, budget and part-time secretary, the consultant began
his own PBTE update. Soon after, meetings were arranged with appropriate
faculty members for the various courses, beginning with the freshmen intro-
ductory courses in educat, an and culminating with the core courses in the
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.

By the end of the semi ster. various degrees of conversion had been
achieved in the courses. On the undergraduate level, the progress achieved
correlated most highly with the degrec of personal commitment to the basic
ideas of PBTE of the faculty members involv ed. The faculty and the consul-
tant found it wascis less difficult to convert an on-campus class than the field
based experiences because more variables were involved and the control of
activities were more generalized. Almost every current piece of literature
about PBTE reports that it is easier to describe the required experiences or
the performance desired than it 's to resolve the problem of assessment of
that performance. One surmises that the complexity of human variables, the
proolent of reducing observations and subjective judgments to writing and an
implied coercive constraint of defending procedures causes the evaluation to
move more slowly. In this experiment, the fact that progress continued even
with the assessment obstruction can be attributed to two major factors. (I)
the leadership of the in-house consultant was persuasive rather than coer-
cive and he constantly supplied reinforcement for minor efforts as he led to
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more major accomplishments; and (2) the faculty participants were con-
stantly reassured that the outcome of this stage of developmem was tenta-
tive and experimental so that they were not irretrievably bound to a com-
mitment which could prove to need considerable refinement.

Problems did appear during the semester of work. There was both praiseand criticism Each was directed at both the idea and the responsible per-sonnel involved But the product herein described was achieved and it canhe evaluated.
At this writing the evaluation is that ,the one-semester product serves best

as an assessment instrument in a continuing process of conversion and im-provement It will serve as a descriptor, or record of progress, in a dynamic
process which should be facilitated through faculty and administrative ef-forts But for now, the product may be ,Kiewed as separating Phase 1 and
Phase 2 of the project and one sample of thltt product will be reviewed as anindicator of the whole.

.4 Sample Illustration

The Professional Seminar. Educ. 111, is a one semester hour course re-
quired of all freshmen in the College. Seven different regular professors inthe Departmerr of Elementary and Secondary Education were involved with
one or more sections of Educ. Ill during the semester of Phase 1. These
profes4irs and the consultant met regularly to discus., argue, hope, plan andwrite The consultant anticipated difficulty in achieving any high level of
agreement among so many professors, but his fears failed to mature because
the faculty had agreed as a group upon the general goals of the course during
a thorough and general curriculum reorganization accomplished in the pro-
gram A second agreement was readily reachedthat no agreement, was
necessary in method, to be used to achieve the goals, that each teacher
could and should select the methods he felt most appropriate to help his
learners achieve the goals. Once questions of methodology were set aside aspersonal and not essential to a PBTE based syllabus, the discussion and
work quickly progressed and focused on the remaining and very real prob-
lem of performance evaluation procedures.

Nine performance areas were identified, and performance evaluation pro-cedures were specifically designed through faculty involvement. The areas
may he generally described as: (1) written English expression; (2) educa-
tional program planning; (3) professional requirements; (4) certification re-
quirements; (5) learning center observations; (6) observation reports to
peers; If) research of a selected teaching field; (8) analysis of experience and
(9) demonstration of attitudes of interest and participation in his own and
peer learning.

To illustrate the process, examination of the fourth goal of acquainting
students with the processes and regulations of certification of teachers led tothe following:

The student will demonstrate his knowledge of salient points essential to meet-
ing state certification requirements by correctly answering five test questions
selected at random from a package of questions within a 10-minute indi-
vIdualtred testing period prior to pre- registration week.
Fs, aluation- The instructor will note the number of tries needed by the student
to meet the objectives as stated and will complete item 4 of final checklist.
Given the goal, student pet romance objective, and the evaluation proce-
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dures to be used. each instructor is kee to dev clop the instructional proce-
dures best designed to prepare the students to successfully demonstrate the
required proficiency.

The whole question of module building was never broached. Module
building is expensive in torms of faculty time and monies and with limited
resources, module building received the lowest possible priority in the pro-
cess At this stage in the piocess, the tentative evaluation is that modules
may he undesirable because of the tendency ,to dictate methodolgy. On the
other 'hand. focusing on evaluation procedures forces consideration im-
mediately on the critical area of concern fur the student and forces develop-
ment of innovative procedures:. Most assessment procedures described in
modules and programs to date are limited to performance on written tests, or
at best are strictly quantitative evaluations pr a coding of teaching behaviors.

In this performance-based 'cuurse. as seems always to be the case, the
evaluation problems seemed to center around the following.

1 How does one avoid an evaluation that is essentially a sheer quantity of
output.

2. How can the instructor describe the elements of his professional Judg-
ment so they are clear and definitive.

3 What innovative assessmen!, are relevant and varied enough so sew-
end aspects of performance can evaluated.

4. What evaluations are "grade" oriented and what evaluations arc diag-
nostic, or prescriptive andror motivation stimulants,

5. How can the student provide data that arc a manifestation of his per-
formance.

6. How are performance options equated:
'7 LInow are qualitative and quantitative elements meshed as indicators of

desirable attitudes.
To answer these questions' many L: Ai, es were used. The most important

premise was the student knew how these variables were _evaluated. Peer
judgments. student products, factors analyzed by the professor, feedback
procedures. number of chances to succeed, options in assignments and spec-
ifically defined quality levels were all Used in combination. The student and
his teacher knew the how . who, what, when and where. "' lystery" was an
unacceptable element.

linplieatiOnA

The same foundation of concepts has been installed in other courses. It
should not be implied that in one single effort that perfection is achieved.
With ,in effort such as has been described there comes a mandated need to
test. to revise. to specify . to e-design and to remain open to discovery.
Grades in the first semester trial showed a tendency to move from a high
skew to a more broad distribution. Instructors said they didn't have to guess
and give the benefit of the doubt so frequently. Students will attend more to
the "how" and "who" rather than the "how much" because they know the
factors in professorial expectation.

One key to comersion to PBTE on a shoestring is proposed here. PBTE
c..n serve as one of the most constructive and effective change agents .n
American education if the humanist and behaviorist can agree on the goals
and discuss performances that indicate goal achievement. Arguments stem
mostly from the means each would intend to use. We do best to leave the
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means to the good judgment of the individual instructor based upon his own
self-knowledge Each should be trusted to conduct the instructional periods
ill accordance with his own style because then each will succeed in helping
the greatest number of learners achieve the desired goals to the greatest
possible extent. So it should be for any two people who teach in a good
EWE. programeven one on a shoestring.
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Caroline J Gillen
US0E Feacha Corps

COMPETENCY-RASED TEACHER EDUCATION
IN SMALL COLLEGES AND RURAL AREAS

Too often educators get the feeling that new ideas and innovations have
better opportunities for stit.,.ess and implementation in larger universities
and in urban areas. It may even be that this is used as an excuse not to test
these ideas and innovations in small or rural areas and to await their im-
plementation, success or failure in the urban areas.

But upon observation it is readily apparent that the smaller schools are
microcosms of the larger ones and. therefore. can be excellent testing
grounds. In fact. because of the size of those rural schools and smaller
colleges. they might logically he more efficient as pilot sites for new ideas.

One such idea is competency- based - teacher education (CBTE). There is
no element of CBTE that cannot he implemented in al small college or rural
area.

Since there are not as many persons in any one department or school. it
may he easier to bring all parties together. The pedagogical grapevine IS not
as complicated find so communication may be easier. I say "may in both
statements since there is no guaranteed collaboration or commumLation
anywhere.

If this is so in the college. communication is probably even easier in the
local sm..II or rural schools. These educational personnel not only work
together, but most likely live within the area. If the proponents of CBTE use
these channels etTeLtively, the sites for field experience and efforts of Lol-
laboration with the schools may be more easily established.

Although the local communities are often left out of educational innova-
tions, it would seem very important to include local people in the develop-
ment and implementation of CBTE. The idea of competence makes a lot of
sense to lay persons and they can become allies and proponents of the
system if they are properly involved.

And, if we accept the premise that CBTE is a system that used properly
can equip teachers with the skills they need to assist children to take their
pla,_,e in a complicated modern society, then it becomes a necessity to use it
in rural and small schools whether or not they are seen as appropriate mi-
crocosmic settings.

Is there some special formula for implementing CBTE in a rural or Small
setting? I think not. What must be done in larger places must also be accom-
plished in rural and smaller areas.

Perhaps these commandments of CBTE with their emphatic shall's and
shall not best relate what needs to be done or avoided in order to have a
CBTE program.

I . Thou shall have aperson (or cadre of persons) wilt) understands CBTE
and is committed to its implementation.

2. Thou shall use sound theory and data to prove to your associates and
public that no Other known system for training teachers is as Lorngrehensive
and as viable as CBTE.

3. Thou shall nit develop a quasi-CBTE program, but strive to,develop
one that inLorponites all the elements of CBTE. behavioral learner objec-
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mei. specification of pre- and post-measures. appropriate modes of instruc-tion tall of which shall he made public).
4 Honor those who have made strides in CBTE. Read and ponder wellwhat they ha% e done. Do not insist on reinventing the wheel.
5 [hot' shall not kill the spirit of CBTE by using it in a dehumanizing

manner.
6 Thou shall not commit adulteration by mere transformation of coursesinto modules, but thou shall see CBTE as a system and thus weed outduplication and irrelevant material.
7 Thou shall give proper credit to those disciples of CBTE whose effortsnow make your work easier.
8. Thou shall not decry those who have not seen the tight. but by your

patience and hard work prove CBTE to hz a viable alternative to today's
operational teacher training programs.

9. Thou shall desire to use all that the leaders of CBTE have prepared.
10 Thou shall desire to have all that can he used for the implementation

of CBTE and begin to provide for these in your budgets.
Mt eleventh commandment which-insists on participation of local schoolstaffs and community persons with college personnel can be vitally impor-tant to a dynamic beginning and continuation of CBTE programs.
Very simply. one begins ai CBTE program in whatever department ofeducation it seems most likely to succeed. However. the "shills" of plan-ning. studying. communication and testing are critical to its developmentand successful continuation. Continuation is used rather than a word imply-ing a finished product because if CBTE ever becomes a finished product.

then it has ceased to he the open system which characterizes it as subject toadaptation and revision.
Although the small or rural institutions may not have all the resources of

larger institutions, their communication and collaboration of efforts may beeasier, thus making implementation easier and perhaps more effective.
The best way to begin a CBTE program is to begin. Only then can the

problems and successes begin. It is probably best to start small and thenbranch out However, the extent of local readiness should be the base forhow widzspread the beginning should be-To do little could defeat the pro-
gram. and to start too big could be unmanageable and. therefore, cause theprogram to collapse,

But if there is solid commitment to CBTE. plan well, have your resourcesavailable and well studied, and begin. If you plan and operate openly andhonestly. your greatest supporters will be the students of education whohave been so vocal in denouncing irrelevant, repetitive material in education
courses and the lay community who want the best education possible for
their children If teachers are trained in CBTE programs, and if it holds true
that teachers teach as they're taught. they will use a competency-based-
system for' their own teaching. and their pupils will reap the benefits. If
schooling can he made more effective, then all the trials and tribulations ofImplementing a CBTE program become a success story.
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PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING FOR
STUDENT-TEACHERS

One of the major problems that a teachc. trainer must resolve is the
evaluation of the student-teacher's competency in terms of its effect upon
changed pupil behaviors. All to often, student teachers are evaluated only
in terms of "teacher-like" behaviors. not in terms of direct. effects upon
learning as a result of those teaching behaviors.

McNeil says
. Teaching has been an asLribed profession. Teachers were valued for dis.

playing certain qualities. ranging from kind., of language to specifications of
handwriting. tome of voi..L, ad manner of dress. whether or not they achieved
results.

He continues
It is becoming es,,ential to note the consequences of procedures and personal
qualities upon learners. if the learners arc not progressing as desired, the
teacher has not been suLLessful even if he meets a. ibe0 requirements.'

In response to this problem, the authors have developed an evaluation
model which documents student-teacher effects upon pupils through the
fulfillment of a mini performance contract. This contract was designed to
sec c tiN a .ommunkation vehicle between the student-teacher and teacher-
trainer. It defines, in operational terms, exactly what the student-teacher
must protim c in terms of pupil learning, the conditions under which the
teaching learning is to occur, and the specific criteria that must be met.
Behavioral objective write; s will immediately recognize that this contract
opei..tes functionally in the same manner as the classic objective.

In designing this contract. the authors wanted to guarantee that three
Lssential ingredients were included. (I) that successful completion of the
contract (hence, student teaching) was based upon pupil scores or achieve-
ment (including positive affect) of specific pupil objectives, (2),that the re-
sources available to the student-teacher (e.g., time, materials, aides, etc.)
were clearly identified and acknowledged. and t3) that the specific terms of
the contract were negotiable by both teacher-trainer and student-teacher
before execution of the contract.

This last essential was deemed necessary because a ground rule for per-
formance was that one the terms of the contract were agreed upon, they
could not be ch.,,iged. This rule was to emphasize to the student- teacher the
importath.e of Ling up to professional responsibilities, and to lend rigor to
the evaluation.

The contract has gone through several revisions. The version presented
helz is a more specific. version than earlier ones and additional refinements
are still expected.

The student-teacher performance contract reads as follows:

PERFORMANCE CONTRACT FOR STUDENT-TEACHERS3

TIME When the teacher trainee submits himself for pre-
certification competency evaluation, and . . .
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=we

CONDITIONS:

PERFORMER:

BEHAVIOR;

OBJECT OF
BEHAVIOR:

CRITERION
FOR SUCCESS:

. . . is given
1. the mandate to teach 2r5 lezirners* ,

2. the subject matter content described as eighth
grade unit on punctuation

3. within a period of four weeks (weeks, days,
hours)

4. with access to the following materials and
equipment: grammdr.,,ext, programmed mate-
rials on punctuation, teacher prepared hand-
outs on punctuation and unipacs

5. with access to the following
classroom, library study carrel

6. with, a.ccess to the following personnel (aides,
graders, assistants, etc.) peer tutors, cooperat-
ing teacher,

. . . the teacher trainee

. . will carry out those planning and teaching acts
(organizing, curriculum selection, objective selec-
tion, test construction, materials selection, design,
production, motivating, counseling, tutoring, etc.)

. . . for the creation and operation of a specified
learning environment'.. .

. . . such that significant learning gains for all
named learners can be documented and attributed
to that instruction in 'terms of the following criteria:
1. 80180 criterion level where 80% of the students

achieve a test score of at least 80% of the punc-
tuation mastery test

2. an indication of successful provision for indi-
vidual differences by negatively skewed post-
test score distributions

3. a no-change or a positive-change in attitude
toward
a) subject matter content
b) instructional method
e) instructor

MEASUREMENT . . as measured by
TECHNIQUE: 1. teacher trainee constructed pre- and post-

criterion achievement tests
2. learner attitude survey

*Italicized material is specific to a given student and is given here as ad
example.

1

Contract Elements

The elements of this contract are intended to be oped-ended'in order tooffer each student-teacher maximum flexibility in adopting this instructional
model to a unique teaching situation.
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For example, the time of the semester that the student-teacher opts to
initiate this contract occurs when he demonstrates that he has developed the
specific teaching competencies for successful completion of the entire con-
tract The authors perceive this performance contract as a way to fuse all of
the specific bits and pieces of pilot experiences into a complete model of
instruction and have criterion measures to evaluate the relative successes
achieved with pupils.

The eonditionA of this contract must also be open-ended. Since OUT

student-teachers work in dive' se locations such as rural, inner-city, and
suburban schools, the conditions must be self-selecting in terms of specific
numbers of learners, content, time allotted for instruction, resources,
facilities, and personnel. In addition, these conditions dictate different
teacher styles an behaviors as well as different criteria selected for demon-
strating mastery learning. -

The student-teacher has total freedom and responsibility for planning,
implementing and evaluating his contract under constraints imposed by
Kibler, Barker, and Mile's, General Model of Instruction.'

This model is used to guide the student-teachers through the major steps
for designing and implementing an instructional unit and to provide a
framework for observing and analyzingAe instructional process.

Briefly. this model calls for selectinis/Classifying, analyzing, and specify-
ing instructional objectives. Secondly, the model prescribes a pre-
assessment phase to determine what pupils already, know, or cap do,
whether they have necessary prerequisite behaviors for this unit, and what
instructional pro.cedures could be prescribed for each student. Thirdly, fol-
lowing preassessment and any necessary adjustments in objectives, the in-
structional procedures are implemented. They consist of materials such as
texts, films, handouts, etc., and the fusing of such materials into a teaching-
learning strategy such as inquiry, contracting, unipacs, or simulation ac-
tivities Lastly, the student-teacher evaluates- Ole pupils to determine how
successful the instruction was in achieving the unit objectives. The feedback
Jiraension of this model enables the student-teacher to analyze and interpret
the relative success of pre-stated instructional intents.

Advantages

The mini-performance contract has a number of advanidges. To begin
with, the contract confronts the student-teacher with the whole responsibil-
ity of instruction, not just some isolated or fractional part. The student-
teacher must pla.n, design, and implement instruction, then he must evaluate
the effects of instruction and relate the results to specific planning, design,
and implementing decisions.

The mini-contract focuses upon certain aspects of instruction that effect
teaching learning success, but which are often not dealt with in the student-
teaching experience. For example, the student-teacher must consider the
existing conditions which may facilitate or debilitate learning. These condi-
tions include the number of students to be taught, the inherent difficulty of
subject matter, the amount of time that can legitimately be allocated to the
lesson, and such mundane items as space, desks, supplies, learning materi-
als, and so on. Making the student-teacher identify and allocate resources
does tend to help the student teacher become aware of the whole learning
environment and its effects.
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One of the tremendous advantages is that the contract allows for great
&Albany of teacher role and style. The Lontract seems suitable for all situa-
Cons whefe-sTeeific pupiLoutcomes are intended and planned, or for which
student evaluation is based-upon sPeCific-criteria-. _

In the same view. the contract, allows the student-teacher a measure of --
freedom and professional judgment in setting performance criteria and
evaluation requirements, _Both teacher-trainer and student-teacher may
negotiate items of the contract prior to signing the final agreement. Negotia-
tion may continue until the contract aleLts the appropriate degree of rigor.
professionalism, and feasibility.

For the teacher-trainer, the contract provides a structure and model for
systematically training the teacher. Upon failure to complete the contract.
both teacher trainer and student-teacher may reflect upon specific elements
of the contract, their execution, and identify problems or areas where the
student-teacher needs additional study and experience.

The contract also provides a vehicle through which the student-teacher
can demonstrate and document his own competency and accountability. It
has been found that being able to accurately predict and plan the outcomes
of instruction beforehand tends to build professional judgment and confi-
dence in the student-teacher.

Finally. and perhaps most advantageously, the mini-contract helps the
student-teacher to focus upon the terminal effects of a planned learning
experiencethat is, the resulting pupil behaviors as a consequence of
teacher behaviors' This alone may do more to encourage self-examination
and professional growth than other teacher-training activities.

Disadvantages.

Unfortunately, the use of the mini-performance contract has a few disad-
vantages as well as advantages. The use of the contract is sometimes per-
ceived by the student-teacher as restricting his freedom of choice and as
being somewhat mechanical. To a degree, this is true. The student-teacher
must document his own effectiveness in attacking an instructional problem.
There is no denying that the student feels the pinch at "having to deliver."

The contract does not directly provide a means for assessing the other
noninstructional roles and functions of the teacher such as counseling, pro-
fessional service, and the like. Other ways and means must be used by the
teacher trainer to adequately evaluate these qualities.

And finally. the mini-performance contract sometimes requires the stu-
dent teacher to perform to higher standards than the cooperating teacher
with whom the student-teacher shares the teaching responsibility. As a con-
sequence. the student-teacher may feel unfairly imposed upon and the
cooperating teacher may feel criticized or a measure of implicit censure.
Obviously this problem must be worked out with the individuals involved.

Advantages and disadvantages weighed. the mini-performance contract
still proves to he a useful instrument in the training of teachers. Undoubt-
edly, many refinements are possible, but in an age of teacher accountability,
competency-based instruction, and criterion-referenced testing, the mini-
performancP contract can do its part in helping student-teachers meet these
new demands of professionalism.
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EVALUATION OF TEACHER COMPETENCE
BASED ON PUPIL BEHAVIORS

The movement to change teacher education brought about by develop-
ments in competency -based programs is creating a need for redefining and
reordering the procedures for evaluation of teachers. The current state of
uncertainty in evaluation is partly due to this prevailing need, partly to the
current state of research, partly by conflicting philosophical issues, and
partly by the influence of past procedures. The need, therefore, seems read-
ily apparent that new directions or new dimensions are crucial. In this paper
the general model suggested by the AACTE. CBTE committee is not
changed except to extend one dimension and to add a new dimension. but in
our opinion significantly alters the focus of that model and of the procedure
for selecting teacher competencies.

Cooper and others' describe the general areas for teacher evaluation as
including (a) knowledge, (b) performance, and (c) consequences (or prod-
uct) The sequence of these levels of evaluation has served as the basis for
many attempts to establish better and more definitive efforts to waste evalua-
tion procedures in the burgeoning CBTE programs. It is our intent:to focus
on the performaoce area of this model and to add a dimension which in effect
might be placed between performance and product when performance rep-
resents the teachers performance and product represen,ts pupils.

Medley= reports a new model for formulating research and evaluation of
teaching which includes the dimensions of:

(I) teacher attitudes
(2) teacher education program
(3) teacher performance
(4) student behaviors
(5) student learning

It is the dimension of student behaviors which we have focused on for a
period of time in an effort to clarify evaluation procedures and ,to build a
more solid base for the development and evaluation of what are commonly
referred to as generic competencies. By substituting, in the Medley model
just stated, the dimension-of teacher knowledge for teacher education pro-
grams an ordering of different levels of evaluation .of. teaching becomes
possible We ,do not intend to exclude the areas of teacher attitudes, teacher
knowledge or pupil learning as meaningless because our suggestion is that all
of these dimensions are crucial in the overall evaluation of teacher compe-
tence Our purpose. howev er, is to refer only to the teacher, performance and
student behavior in the hope of providing some new insights for the de-
velopment of competencies and their evaluation related specifically to these
areas.

The student behavior to which we are referring is the situation where
students are interacting with the curriculum in a particular environment. It is
at this level that we believe the teacher and student meet and where the
teacher is facilitating the learning ofa student. The focus here. however, is
on the student and how the student is interacting and responding to. the
interaction instead of just what the to cher is doing. Consequently the evalu-,r
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ation of a teacher is pushed into the realm of student behavior though not yet
to the extent of evaluating the learning which takes place. Medley suggests
that this interaction between student behavioi and student learning can be
explored to identify more exactly, than we can currently. We could then
postulate which behaviors !nigh' be most conducive for which students and
for which specific types of 'earnings. At the same time. this dimension
suggests that instead of looking directly at student learning as a basis for
generic competencies one can look to student behavior as a key to the
development of competencies which can then be related to student learning
by research studies of a more controlled nature.

Looking at the other dimension of the model, teacher performance. com-
petencies can be taught which will produce the desired types of student
behaviors and the teacher can he evaluated on the basis of producing these
behaviors not just demonstrating the skill. Again, the evaluation is not fo-
cused on whether the teacher can produce stated student learnings. essen-
tially a composite of all things the teacher does. but on a step between

.teacher performance and student learning.
A deeper look at this dimension, of student behavior will provide a better

idea of exactly what our meaning represents. The bask postulation is that
students learn as they interact with the teacher. other individuals, with
media and materials, and with various other experiences. It is. of course, a
basic premise of Dewey's' that the experience does count in learning and
although the teacher can influence this experience, alter it and help maintain
motivation and momentum toward 'learning. it is the student who is learning
and is going to derive whatever makes sense to him from the interaction
which he is experiencing. Aspy' has some evidence that as this involvement
is intensified with more application and interest greater student learning does
occur Henderson and Laier" refer to the influence that teachers exert an
this environment and the teaching process suggested by several individuals
such as Dell'. and Kibler" and others is based largely on the premise that the
teacher manages the situation and can effectively influence learning using
certain techniques or practices which alter this framework. Consequently.
'there is the possibility that this dimension of the model may lead to determin-
ing teacher competencies and serve as a source for teacher evaluation. The
two assumptions we are making. therefore, are that certain types of student
behaviors (or interactions) are productive in student learning and can be
identified and verified through research. and that certain types of teacher
performances will relate to the creation of these student behaviors and these
in turn can be identified and verified through research. By focusing on the
interaction between each of these dimensions and not crossing from teacher
performance to student learning for instance as indicated by Medley'-' re-
search may become more useful.

Beginning from where we are notv and the kin of competencies gener-
'all:, being suggested it is possible to suggest a few orthese student behaviors
in order to initiate further study and research. It also is understopd that we
are talking about an area referred to as generic competencies which are
considered beneficial to most types of teaching situations and important for
most teachers to learn.

Examples include:
( I) students being supportive and cooperatiyg
(2) students being attentive to class activities -
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(3) students participating in verbal interaction
(4) students following specific activities to completion
(5) students using media and resources for study

Such behaviors can he influenced by the teacher, and there is some accept-
ance that these types of behaviors aid students in learning. It also appears
possible to develop instruments to evaluate teachers' efforts to develop
these types of interactions, and they are focused on the student rather than
just looking at what the teacher is doing. It is our opinion that these types of
interactions represent what a teacher can actually generate in the learning
process to facilitate student learning.

To further elaborate on how this idea fits into a teacher education program
let us look at some possible teacher skills all of which might help to develop
students being attentive in class activities. These include. use of designated
conference techniques, techniques for controlling disruptive behavior of
students, and managing overall activities in the classroom. In evaluating
these types of teacher skills at the performance level two approaches could
actually he used and perhaps should be used. (I) to see if the teacher actu-
ally used the techniques recommended (this might be done in a more control-
led and simulated situation), and (2) to see if the teacher in fact achieves the
purposes of the techniques such as a technique in conferencing where you
confront the student who is not candid about a particular issue. The teacher
is evaluated not just for using the technique but on whether the student is
actually confronted in a meaningful way and responds to that confrontation.
This does not mean, however, that the student alters his behavior as a result
of the confrontation, but only that he responds to the technique used by the
teacher.

Fvaluating the teacher at the student behavior level would require one to
determine if the students actually become attentive to the activities. This
level of evaluation represents an extension of teacher performance and in-
cludes a more comprehensive evaluation of the teacher for several skills and
indicates the teacher's success in influencing student behavior.

A complete teacher education program would provide a sequence of ex-
periences and situations in which all of the suggested levels of evaluation,
with necessary prior preparation, would take place but would at this "stage
of the art" focus more on the performance and student behavior levels when
determining if a teacher is competent to practice.

Using this idea the selection of competencies for a teacher education
program would he to identify, based on the limited research and assump-
tions, those skills, etc best judged to produce the desired student behaviors.

As a means for implementing this idea in a useful manner it is necessary to
look at another con&rn in teacher evaluation, that of assessment and evalu-
ation being two distinct activities. The assessment activity is one of being
descriptive of a person's work without placing a value judgment on it or
indicating the level of quality needed to be successful. Evaluation is when a,
value judgment is made about the quality of work. By looking at evaluation
as including thesq two dimehsions the whole procedure of evaluating teacher
performance and student behavior becomes much more realistic. For exam-
ple, instruments can be developed to record what is happening in regards to
any particular activity by the teacher .or student, conferencing can be used to
ontain information, and products developed by the teacher and students can
he collected and analy zed, and all of this can be done without placing judg-
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meat on the quality of the dada Ilona any of these sourses. By developing
the ty pes of instruments and by ,cowing data from peels, self, students,
and supervisor, it beotmes possible to establish standards given the son-
stfaints of a Yen situation and the use to he made of the assessment data.

An addtisfnal component in the evaluation pi osess at the performance
lever, the degree of specificity at which the evaluation is applied. The value
of putting together a competency which tw ill he formally evaluated and that
represent, a sgnitkant teacher practice can he very meaningful whereas the
evluation of ye' y specific skills which are then evaluated separately can he
very mundane and without purpose. An example, for clarification, is to
develop a competency such ,.". to fa,. dilate interaction in a small group so
that all members are partsipatins in the task. An analysis of this competency
would ind,..tte that several enabling obje,_tiv es are necessary if success is to
he demonstrated. Some of the mole h pejfk enablers should include. to
clarify responses made by student,, to reinforce iesponses made by students
who rarely participate. etc. providing info' mal feedback and continuing
to develop sisal!, on these enablingsabiestiv es. until some mutual agreement
is attained that the performanse satislastoly before being evaluated on the
overall compete y, insoles that the foots of soArnpetensies becomes more
signitkant and isle litied with the total astivitits of hashing rather than
those which individitally mean very !ittle.

Using the procedures suggested in this paper the teacher candidate would
complete the enablers foi a specific soinpetensy,, he evaluated at the per-
folinan,.e ley els indicated, nd complete those competencies related to par-
tioilai student behav Isar of ,, more ,_omplete set of competencies after which
he would he evaluated on hi, success at the student behavior level. The next
step would he the effect on 'trident learning if that is desired.

The foots of this paper on student behavior (student interaction with the
,_tirriodum and environment) EIS the point of departure in determining s_om-
petenses and for a maim plate in evaluation of teachers for certification has
the potential of clarifying areas for research in teaching as well as for de-
veloping instatiments and procedures for the evaluation of whatever sum-
petenOes are developed in a teacher education program. As it is our belief
that the current lev ek of teacher evaluation (knowledge, performance,
products have not been sufficiently defined or useful in fostering new evalua-
tion procedures, and that sine of the great possibilities for CBTE is the
potential it holds .or more effective competencies and their evaluation it is
crucial that immediate attention he di-ected to this area.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER
EDUCATION ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
AND THE COMPETENCY APPROACH

As the concept of competency -based teacher education and certification
takes hold across the country , there is an ever increasing neeu to re-examine
accreditation criteria in order to apply them to these new programs.
Competency baJed programs-have unique characteristics which distinguish
them from current teacher education programs. These characteristics and
related issues should be accounted for in approving teacher education pro-
grams for certification purposes. The standards developed by the National
Association of State Directors of Teacher, Education and Certification
(NASDTEC) point out, "A number of States have begun the development of
procedures for grunting certification on the basis of demonstrated compe-
tence. Under such approaches new processes of evaluation of institutions
may evolve."'

What is accreditation? Generally, it is a process of approval or recognition
of programs to determine if they meet minimum pre-determined standards
established by an organization or agency. The purpose of state approval of
teacher education programs is to control and ensure quality of certified
teaching personnel.

As an indication of the ;nterest in CBT'E by accreditation groups, it is
noted that national, regional, and state agencies have accounted for this
movement in Cieir standards. The National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) states that

Currkula for te..,.her education are designed ti, achieve explicitly stated objec-
tives These objectives are determined in relation to both the professional roles
fur which the preparation progNims are designed and the behavioral outcomes
sought,' ;

The Feieration of Regional Accreditation Commissions of Higher Educa-
tion, in reference to non-traditional programs, requires "evidence . . . that
the degrees are awarded on the basis of definite criteria and demonstrated
competency . . ...3 NASDTEC recognizes "the importance of performance
criteria as the basis for teacher education curriculum planning...4

It may be useful to also define what a competency -based program is. Elam
has provided a definition which is now well known throughout the country.
His five essential elements are as follows:

I. Competencies (knowledge, skills, behaviors) to be demonstrated by
the student are

derived from explicit conceptions of teacher roles,
stated so as to make possible assessment of a student's behavior in
relation to specific competencies, and
made public in advance:

2. Criteria to be employed in assessing competencies are
based upon, and in harmony with, specified competencies,
explicit in stating expected levels of mastery under specified condi-
tions, and
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made public in advance;
3. Assessment of the student's competency

uses his performance as the primary source of evidence,
takes into account evidence of the student's knowledge relevant to
planning for, ahalyzingointerpretihg, or evaluating situations or be-
havior, and
strives for objectivity:

4 The student's rate of progress through tht program is determined by
demonstrated competency rather than by time or course completion:

S The instructional prOgram is intended to facilitate the development and
evaluation of the student's achievement of competencies specified.5

If institutions are required to develop competency-based programs in a
strict sense. then the components of this definition could be used as evalua-
tive criteria for program approval.'Other criteria which can be applied will be
discussed with other program types under the general categories defined
later in this paper.' It should be noted that programs may incorporate the
development of competencies yet not have all of the above components.
Evaluative criteria will vary depending upon program structure and the
components that are state required.

There are a number of apptoaches one might take in the organization of
criteria for program appro,al. One method is to distinguish between input,
process, and product standards. Input standards encompass faculty, physi-
cal plant, library holdings, and other similar traditional elements. Process
standards refer to patiiciptints and their roles in program development and
evaluation Relationships of participants to each other and decision-making
processes are clearly identified. Product standards relate to the outcomes,of
teacher education programs, that is, the competencies possessed by
graduates of these institutions. Standards may be based on any of these
elements. with specific criteria developed under a particular category. In the
past. input 'standards have been the predominant mode. An eclectic ap-
proach utilizing all of these ways of viewing a program may now be in order,
although emphasis in competency-based programs is on product aspects.

In reference to NCATE Standards, Herbert suggests that one should
describe existing programs of various types in terms of the component criteria
provided in the Retommentled Standard., and to formulate sets of explicit
standards for each component of all the main types of program. The combo-
nents of every program selected for study curd then be rated by standards
applicable to programs of that type. . . . It would avoid the need to value one
educational philosophy over another.°

He urges developing general categories which.apply to all programs, but to
interpret these categories differently through specific standards in order to
account for programs with substantially different philosophical bases.
Hence. a multiple standards approach based on program types is desired.

k third means of organizing criteria for discussion purposes is to follow
the guidelines of one of the accrediting agencies, and supplement these
criteria with standards from other sources which are subsumed by the gen-
eral area Specitk applications to differing program types can also be
pointed out similar to Herbert's suggestion. Due to the wide-spread use of

kSDIEC standards and their particular support of competency-based
programs. selected aspects of these standards will he used to provide a
means of classifying criteria.
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The relationship between aLk ttion and certification is pin 'taps a good
point to begin the anabr sis. Cnder the broad heading of procedures for
accreditation, NASDTEC standard 1.3.4 indicates that

Inasmuch as Srate accr_ditation or approval of teacher education programs is
direetly related to cc:luluIlion. cuteria for program approval and certification
standards should be niltually supportive. the eytent to which the programs
meet both criteria and certification standards should he the basis for appruval.-

Cle.uly. if designated competencies are required for certification. the college
program must he .1e...turntable for these competencies cad show evidence of
their presence in the curriculum. Similarly, standard 2.3.2, admission to the
profession, calls for "evaluation procedures to assess the quality of
graduates when they complete pie service programs and apply fot a recom-
mendation to become certified.' If certification is based on defined com-
pete...It:N. then the application for certification should he judged on the basis
of these competencies, and approPriate evaluation procedures should he
developed. In the approved program approach, the institution's recommen-
dation for certification should he based on the individual's attainment of
competencies.

ri cvtremely important consideration in competency 'based programs is
the nature of the stated competencies. First, what is the scope of these
ompeteneics, Jo they deal with subject matter, pedagogy, and personal

characteristics? What is the depth of the competencies, to 'what level of
specificity are they stated? V. aat is the source of the competencies, re-
seareh, theory, practitioners, pupil objectives and priorities? Perhaps the
most important question is what is the significance of the competencies"?

In reference to retention practices, NASDTEC standard 2.3.3 recom-
mends performance evaluations conducted .14 objectively and systematically
a., possible in order to determine professional competence. NCATE stand-
ard 3.2.2, also in reference to retention of students, ask "what information
other than ...ours': grades is used to evaluate the achievement of prospective
teachers?'" This standard requires specific criteria to OSesS academie emit-
peteneies and personal characteristics appropriate to the requirements of
teaching.

Assessment is a key area in the design of competency -based programs,
and assessment of the program and of graduates will he discussed later in
this paper. Adeeicate assessment of students currently enrolled in programs
is vital to the success of competency -based teacher education. Pre-
assessment and post assessment on each module is heavily relied upon. A
key component in assessment is the definitica of standards of performance
required for each competency. The statement of competencies is not nearly
as difficult as the determination of the evidence one will aeeept that a compe-
tency has been achieved.

Drummond advocates that
The agencies will specify the kinds of evidence they will accept as indication
that a person has attained the competencies described which arc believed
necessary fora person to play a specified role at a given level. r. continuing
program approval, agencies will describe the nature and the extent of research
conducted tat evaluate the validity of the performance criteria being applied in
connection with the listed competencies.'"
Some states have already aeeounted for several of the above factors. The

1973 program approval standards in New York State require a list of com-
petencies. relationships of the competencies to the role for which eertifiea



tion is required, assessment techniques which are public and explicit.policies for pre-instruction assessment, and results of research to validateprogram competencies " Florida has developed competency-based programapproval standards which require that competencies are specified, proce-dures for determining when competency criteria have been met arespecified, procedures for dealing with individuals who do not meet per-formance criteria arc specified, and procedures for designating persons whohave completed the program are specified."
A second important area for any program is its purposes and goals. Under

organization and administration of teacher education, NASDTEC standard2 I encompasses purposes and objectives. "These objectives should reflect
the institution conception of the teacher's role and should be made explicit,both in formal statements and in evidence of their practical application asteaching behaviors."" NCATE maintains that objectives relate to "both
professional roles for which the preparation programs are designed and thebehavioral outcomes sought."',4 Teaching behaviors of student-teachers andinterns should reflect a particular view of the teacher's role and should beused as e vide ne (Aim explicit objectives are-being achieved. This could alsoapply to recent graduates of teacher preparation programs. If an institutionstates its conception of the teacher's role, derives explicit objedtives from
this, and formulates possible expected teaching behaviors from the objec-tives, then this criterion can readily be evaluated.

In competency-based teacner education, maintaining records and develop-' ing a management system are particularly pertinent problems. Managementof individual.,records, the total program, and teaching resources are all sig-nificant areas. The first area refers to keeping track of individual students asthey progress through the program. The second area encompasses articula-
tion of program elements to ensure factors such as appropriate, sequence,elimination of unnece%sary overlap, and developing cooperative arrange-ments for the establishment and maintenance of essential field experiences.
The thud area relates to assembling, developing, and making available teach-ing resources related to the achievement of the specified objectives. Incompetency -based programs the necessary resources that must be made
available to students are much greater than in traditional programs. Man-
agement of resources applizs to both human and materiarcomponents.

In reference to management of individual records, NASDTEC standard2 4 5 requires that "It should be the responsibility of the college to maintain
an adequate system of-student personnel accounting. including a permanent
cumulative record of each student enrolled.""

A program which is built around modules and is individualized in thisrespect must develop ways of indicating where each student is in the pro-
gram, the number of modules completed, the 'completion time for each mod-
ule. the number of times an individual has recycled on a module, and otherfactors When er competencies are used as a basis fe- a program, whether
modules are developed or not, mechanisms for keeping records of com-petencies achieved by 'allividuals should be developed for certification pur-poses as well as for information for prospective employers and program
management In individualized and modular programs the completion of
modules (achievement of objectives therein) are not tied to time constraints.When standard course time assignments are used in the registration proce-dure. frequently "incompletcs" or other such designations are necessitated
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for grading purposes. Agreements with registrars or other structural ar-
rangements must he devised to at...ornmodate this discrepant approach.
Evaluative for i_ompeterKy -based programs should relate to this
concern.

The New York proi_ess standards for pilot programs require that a man-
agement system must be established to provide continuous data for operat-
ing and evaluating the program. A management system should also include
methods of utilizing program (proi_ess)and student (produLt) evaluation as a
means of i_onstrtiaiv ely i_hanging the program. The regenerative nature of
..ompeteni_y programs is frequently cited as an au vantage of the approach,.

oudruff relates the i_orKept of quality control to the management of the
program. He advocates measurement of the produLt (competemies) whia
are derived from the objectives. He maintains that

It the measurements we take from our products,are to influence our programs,
then we must have a system for feeding that information back into the pro-
grams. the quality .Ont poi function is feasible only in a system which is capa-
ble of self correction. Such a system is, in effect. .t cybernetic system, whether
it he one teacher and his class. d Whole teacher education program. or even
an enure baccalaureate degree pro'gram.'"

Drummond has m.tde .t similar recommendation in a list of criteria for
program approval being developed in Florida

the agencies will describe the arrangements made for. a) Indic idualizin pro-
grams hi providing feedback to the participants (trainees and trainers) about
their performance. and c J providing feedback to the agencies so th.tt program
change can occur."
Standard 2.6.3 applies to the service load of faculty. The servitx load

ndudes many funi..tions other than regular instruction and should be ac-
i_ounted for and credited to the individual faculty member. NCATE (2.3.1)
specifies an ai_i_ountingof 'all professional duties and activities of the fac-
ulty in determining load.-1" including planning time. In programs based on
modules. a great deal of time is needed to develop, field test, and revise
every module. FaLulty members should be provided ample time for this
dc.velopmental process and this should be recognized as equivalent to other
activities such as publications.

Standard 2.6.3 also refers to research and writing as being credited to
faulty load. Standard 1.1 suggests that each state department supplement
this evaluation proi_ess by fostering improvement in . . . stimulating re-
seari_h and interanstitutional collaboration..." NCATE standard 5.3.1 asks

hat ev idene indkates that the institution,has, or is engaged in, studies
and,or research to improve its teacher education programs...2° One of the

needs in a competency approach to teacher education is the valida-
tion of i_ompetenues. Research is also needed on training materials and
proi_edures related to the Lompetemies. Colleges could provide faculty
members with opportunities for research on their own programs as part of
their ser load. Coll .ge i_lassrooms and cooperating public schools should
serve as field sites for research efforts. Certainly many opportunities could
exist for i_olleges to meet these act-reditation standards and in some way
become invo1.ed in research efforts which would form the basis of and
improve preparation prograins.

Perhaps the most frequently supported aiterion for at.a.reditation found in
the literaturei he evaluation of graduates of a teacher education program.
NASDTEC standard 2.6.4, instruction, emphasizes that:
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the institution will he expected to furnish evidence that instruction is evaluated
systematically based on the perfounance of its students within the institutionand letter (IV members of the educational professions."

Also, under the curriculum area, standard Ill calls for
A continuing program of curriculum evaluation should provide for a thorough- systematic 1011owtip of graduates to determine the adequacy of their prepara-tion and their competence as public school teachers.22
NCATE takes a very strong position on this issue.

NCATE standard 5.1 relates that
the ultimate criterion for judging a teacher education program is whether itproduces competent graduates who enter the profes:aon and perform effec-tively . An institution committed to the preparation of teachers engages in sys-tentatic efforts to evaluate the quality of its graduates and those persons rec-ommended for professional certification .23

These standards further require that the institution is keeping abreast of newdeyelopnients in the evaluation of teacher education graduates, has data onthe percentage of teachers graduating from the institution during the last twoyears who actually entered teaching, and has information on characteristicsof graduates revealed from evaluators. Among other things, NCATE speci-fically recommends evaluation of professional competencies (leading discus-sions, etc.), classroom management, human interaction, and professionalactivities.2'
Clearly, the evaluation of graduates based on pre-determined competen-cies which relate to program objectives would be consistent with previouslydiscussed accreditation criteria as well as this one. The concept of feedbackto improve the program utilizing data from evaluation of graduates also isappealing but seldom implemented effectively. In several states, there is are-certification process after entering the profession. A performance evalua-tion during the first years of teaching readily lends itself to the application ofthis accreditation criterion. Data collected on the competencies of teachers'being evaluated for permanent certification could be used as feedback for

program improvement and offered as data for accreditation purposes. Pro-_ gram evaluation by graduates, numbers who achieve permanent certifica-tion, and wastage from the profession, (but accounting for variables such assex, personal situations, etc.), are also appealing as measures of programeffectivenesi.
In addition, competency evaluation during the initial years of teachingprovides colleges with an excellent opportunity to become involved in re-search activities and follow-up studies on selected objectives. This wouldnot only aid in determining effectiveness of instructional processes in collegeprograms, but also in determining retention of competencies. Validationstudies of the competencies are also possible.
The elementary and secondary schools could utilize evaluation of com-petencies to identify strengths and weaknesses of individuals and developinservice programs systematically structured and individualized. Researchagain can he conducted on inservice techniques and relationships betweencompetencies and student outcomes. The quantities of data obtained shouldnot he left untapped.
One important point should be made at this time in relation to evaluationof programs through the evaluation of students in teacher education andgraduates of these institutions. A recent conference on CBTE and researchwas held in Florida which included many of the top researchers in the coun-
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try The recommendation of this group was "Do not use student learning
measures for evaluating individual teachers." A distinction was made be-
tween using measures of student gain as a way of validating an observational
measure of teacher competence in contrast to using student gain as a direct
measure of teacher competence. It has been fiequently stated that there are
too many factors and intervening variables to control in order to judge a
teacher's competencies on the basis of student outcomes. This relationship
can he employed as a learning device but used as an evaluative criterion is
cautioned at this time.

Turner has examined the issue of measuring the product of teacher educa-
tion He has identified six criterion levels, the first of which is the most
complex.

I Under criterion tete! one information is Lollected on the behavior (per-
formance) of the teacher in the classroom and also on the pupil out-
comes which are associated with that performance. This two-part ap-
praisal of teacher performance is conducted over an extended period.
probably two years (on a sampling basis).
Criterion level tile is the same as criterion level one except the per-
formance period is shorter.

I Under criterion level three information is collected on the behavior
i performance) of the teacher in the classroom. (No pupil outcome data
are collected).

4 Under criterion tete( lino- information on teacher behavior (perfor-
mance) is collected in a restricted situation, such as microteaching
setting.
Under criterion It information on teacher behavior (perfor-
mance) is collected in a simulated situation (probably without live stu-
dents.

6 Under criterion let el six information is collected on the teacher's un-
derstanding of concepts. or principles germane to teaching. (The
teacher does not actually demonstrate, but explains, answers questions
on a test, or provides other appropriate evidence.)'

A qUestion related to this is to what extent should a teacher education
institution he responsible for its graduates. for how many years. and for what
outcomes' Criterion level three would ippear to be the most realistic and for
the first few years of teaching only.

Another interesting statement in NASDTEC standards provides for
specification and demonstration of competencies. Standard 2.6.4 provides
that "instructional procedures should incorporate . . . an opportunity to
demonstrate by appropriate evaluation any learning, competence or previ-
ous experience however acquired."" This would, of course, apply to the
demonstration of teaching competencies. If a program has determined what
it is looking for, that is. has specified the necessary competencies, then
evaluation of an individual's attainment of these is greatly facilitated. The
equating of experiences becomes much more objective since it is the out-
come of the experience that are impOrtant rather than the experience itself.
However, one should not dismiss the unanticipated outcomes or those that
are difficult to define, as these may be significantand by themselves make an
experience valuable.

The general standards for teaching majors in NASDTEC require that
Each teaching major or field or specialization should he built on a clearly
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formulated statement of the competencies needed by teachers in this area of
the public school curriculum These competencies should include the attitudes,
knowledge. understandings. and skills that are required, and the degree of
expertise necessary for a beginning teacher!"
Mach teaching major or field of specialization should include provision for a
systematic program of evaluation procedures to determine the degree of the
student', attainment of teaching competencies. These evaluation procedures
should serve as the basis for recommending him for the appropriate teacher
certificate!'

As indicated in the beginning of this paper, the NASDTEC standards clearly
support the defining of teacher competencies in teacher educationprograms.
These competencies should be clerked from a conceptual base and a clear
statement of philosophy.

Other issues have been identified which relate specifically to
competency -based programl.. Among these are institutional commitment to
the concept (as evidenced by resources, supportive statements, etc.), the
design of instructional strategies to achieve competencies (including model
performances or protocol materials) and others. As the concept and pro-
grams are further refined, additional factors will become clear and others will
become increasingly important.
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CURRENT RESPONSES TO COMPETENCY-
BASED.TEACHER EDUCATION

Responses from the profession in regard to competency-based teacher
education (CBTE) programs are diverse. It depends upon what article you
are reading, what meeting you are .attending. or to whom you are talking.
Some who respond positively in public are not nearly au positive in private,
while there are those who respond positively in private, but who won't
commit themselves openly.

The extreme divergence in views was pointed out in a recent issue of the
Kappa n where Rosner and Kay raise the question as to whether CBTE is
really a ignifi,ant lever for educational reform or merely another govern-
ment subsidized fad destined to failure)

A substantial number of supporters can be found for either of these posi-
tions with a large group between these extremes who are looking, listening,
and feeling their way in regard to their own position. Many institutions
which accept the conc..ept of CBTE seem to be waiting for more empirical
evidence of its value. more opportunity to visit exemplary programs, and
more time in order to make necessary changes in their own organization that
would be necessary for success to be enhanced.

While many institutions are involved in the "wait-and-see status, there is
4 growing number committed to CBTE and moving with deliberate speed to
establish operational programs.

Res-ponsev Supporting CBTE

The issue of CBTE has focused a great deal of attention on teacher educa-
tion recently. In a very short time the idea has grown from the concept level
to ,t major movement across the country. It is one major educational move-
ment that has developed from "within" the ranks of teacher education

-rather than as a result of some outside influence. Most professional
educators would agree that teacher education institutions need to make
changes in order to improve their programs and CBTE has been visualized
as a means to achieve needed reform.

The mu% ement to shift teacher education to CBTE and to utilize this
Approach for certification of teachers began about five years ago. Since that
time it has experienced tremendous growth. Responses to a questionnaire
submitted to all fifty state departments of education by Melvin Villeme, of
the University of South Florida, indicated that eight states were presently
using some form of a competency-based requirements. Twenty-two states
indicated that they were planning to go to competency-based certification
requirements Twenty two states indicated that they had no plans for having
competency based requirements. Many of these states indicated that they
were in the "stuvly" stage.=

An immediate outcome of CBTE is the development of stronger relation-
ship., between Lolleges of education, public schools, and the organized pro-
fession This is valuable in that such relations are more likely to result in the
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provision of the kinds of experiences that are needed for students to develop
competencies in the "real world" of the teacher. It is not feasible to conductthe necessary experiences in the college classroom. This has been one of themajor criticisms of traditional teacher education programs. In order to over-
come this handicap close cooperation will be invaluable.

In the pas;, teacher education has been criticized for not successfullypreparing teachers to deal with reality in the classroom. The typical ap-proach of lecturing and giving verbal illustrations of effective teaching hasnot been adequate Although CBTE programs are in their infancy and in-
stitutions are feeling their way, students in these programs express greatersatisfaction with them than with traditional programs.

Reese Parker reports that Weber State College students react positively tothe CBTE programs and felt their needs are met satisfactorily. The studentscan apply the competencies taught as first-year teachers and as a result ofthis Weber State graduates are much sought after by some school districts.Public school personnel judge CBTE graduates in their program to be moreself-confident, adaptable, student-centered, and better able to fulfill leader-ship roles than are graduates of other programs. These graduates over-whelmingly reject the criticism that CBTE programs are "not humanistic."They found faculty members to to interested in them as individuals, con-cerned about their needs andanxious to give individual attention.3
Institutions involved in CBTE programs are buzzing with activity and

excitement_ They .are doing something that they feel to be a positive force forthe improvement of teacher education. Visits to these institutions make onerealize that whatever they have going for them is certainly positive. Theyexhibit a commitment about them that is not evident in many of the moretraditional teacher education programs. It seems obvious that CBTE is a
movement powerful enough to make a difference in teaching education.

Responses Opposing CBTE
As is often the case, when something new and exciting comes along, thereis a tendency toward lumping all those who oppose it as ones who rejectprogress, oppose improvements, new methods, etc. and this has been true toa degree in characterizing CBTE opponents. However, there is oppositionfor reasons considered to be valid.
Han-. Broudy opposed CBTE on philosophical grounds and contends that

the movement will fractionate learning by breaking down teaching into toomany bits and pieces. which when put together, will not equal the whole.
Others point out that pre-specified objectives limit the individual learnerschoice and tend to focus on narrowly defined program requirements. Theyfeel that the concept of a teacher as a broadly educated person seems to be indanger.

There is opposition to CBTE in regard, to the lad( of a sound theoretical
base. Although hundreds of competencies are available many programs donot describe how they were chosen. A common procedure used is soliciting
sugc_testions from concerned parties and arriving at a list by concensus.4 This
can hardly be considered a sound theoretical base.

Objections are often submitted concerning the lack of research. Many feel
that it is experimental, unproven, and a long way from being scientifically
shown to be superior to other approaches.
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Critics believe that CBTE is merely transposing one dosed system to
another new, but equally closed. system and they feel that the new system is
just as likely to perpetuate conformity as the old. The Amerkan Association
of L niv ersity Professors at their national meeting adopted a resulut..un which
,tate, ih contempt of current efforts by various states to impose an exclu%
Nave, inflexible approach to teacher education. such as the competency,
performance -based teacher education 'and certification program. because
they feel that the result "constitutes a debasement of knowledge and
learning."5

One primary difference between CBTE and traditional programs is that
education ,ourses have been replaced by learning modules. The argument
points out that modularized instrution limits learning to a single format.
also.

William Drummond feels that most of the major controversies in the
CBTE movement are and have been related to power- sharing. Will class-
room teacher unions make the important decisions? Will professors in edu-
cational foundations no longer be needed' Will colleges of education have to
move to off-campus centers'" Others fear a power more by the colleges of
education and public schools over the academic community. All of these
questions deal with the touchy problem of power-sharing.

Along with this is the issue of academic freedom. There are some who see
the possibility of a threat to the professors' right to determine what and how
they teach. This is especially threatening in states where CBTE is required
for certification.

Cortati vion

The CBTE mu% ement has developed very rapidly and it remains to be
seen if its potential is ever realized or if it is just another fad that will fade
away with time. This brief survey obviously doesn't cover all of the re-
sponses to CBTE across the nation,. but there is evidence that it is an impor-
tant issue in education today and. many institutions have made the decision
that this IN the approach that they are committed to in educational reform.
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ATE PUBLICATIONS LIST
(1974 Prices Quoted)

37 Teacher Leadership. A Model for ChangeAndrew $4 00 (861-27435)
16 Winds of Change Teacher Education for the Open Area SchoolBeaven,
Binko. Gilstrap, M. !shier, R. !shier, Mano lakes, Ross. and Spodek

$3.00 (861-27423)
35 To Cope With The Current Guidelines and At.tivities for Learning to Deal
with Change Martin $3.00 (861-27411)
la Students' Rights. A Guide to the Rights of Children, Youth and Future
TeachersHaberman 52.50 (867- 24492)
11 Guiding Student Teaching Experiences in a Cooperitive StructureKerber
and Protheroe

$2.50(867- 24490)
32 Teacher Preparation: Supervision and PerformanceSpaajer

'$2.50(867- 24488)
11 Teachers Should be Human TooAndrew $2.50 (867-24486)
30 The Teaching Clinic: A Team Approach to the Improvement of
TeachingOlsen, Barbour. and Michalak $1.25 (867-24484)
29 Teaching is Communicating: Nonverbal Language in the ClassroomGalloway $1.00 (867-24482)
I Guiding Student Teaching ExperiencesHilliard and Durrance

$1.00 (867-24466)

RESEARCH BULLETINS (figure desigthites RESEARCH BULLETIN
number)

12 Alternative Approaches to Student Involvement in Teacher Education:
Three Research StudiesGreenstein and Greenstein, Ahnell and Templeton,
'shier $2.25 (868-24470)
I I Guidelines for the Selection of Students into Programs of Teacher
EducationHaberman $1.50(868- 24468)
10 Interaction Analysis. Selected Papers-:-Furst, Sandefur and Bressler,
Jomr ton $1.50 (868-24466)
9 Nlicroteaching: Selected PapersCooper and Allen, Schunk

$1.50 (868-24464)
8 Simulation as an Instructional Alternate in Teaching Prepart4ion
Cruickshank $1.25 (868-24462)

COMMISSION PUBLICATIONS
New Directions in CertificationAndrews $1.50 (861-24496)
Performance-Based Certification of St.hool PersonnelBurdin and Reaian,
editors $1.75 (861.24494)
Teacher Education: Future Directions. Report of 1970 Conference
PresentationsLindsey, editor $4.00 (861-24492)
Guidelines to Professional Ext.ellence in Clinu.al Experiences in Teacher Edu-
cation. Position caper 3 $2.25 (861-24488)
The College Supervisor. Standards for Selection and Function, Position Paper
2

$1.00(861- 24464)
The Study of TeachingCorrigan. editor $1.50 (861-24458)
The Supervising Teacher. Standards for Selection and Film -ion. Position
Paper I $1.00 (861-24456)
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YEARBOOKS (figure designates YEARBOOK number)
47th Internships in Teacher Education $4.75 (860-24468)
45th Professional Growth Inservice of the Supervising Teacher

$4.75 (860-24418)
44th Theoretical Bases for Professional Laboratory Experienes in Teacher
Education $3.50 (860-24416)

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES
an Annotated Bibliography on the Professional Education of Teachers

$1.75Print and non-print materials included (861-24476)
An Annotated Bibliograpny on the Professional Education of Teachers

$1.00 (861-24462)
College School- Community PartnershipsMcGe-mh, editor (1970)

$.50 (Number 2) (865-24486)
The Professional Development of the Student of TeachingHeidel'oah, editor
(1970) $.50 (Number I) (865-24484)

z
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ABOUT ATE
ATE IS

An organization for individuals who haveli part or an interest in the professional,
sociological, psychological, and personal growth and development of those who
will be or arc teachers. includivii, those who represent public and private schools,
colleges, and universities; professional associations and learned societies; and
government agencies.

MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION OF TEACHER EDUCATORS MEANS
involvement with professional colleagues who are dedicated to the concept of
education for all children and youth and believe that the quality of that education
depends in part upon the effectiveness of those who teach.

The Association is further dedicated to the upgrading of teacher performance
and believes that the quality of teacher education can be improved through the
cooperative efforts of interested individuals.

As stated in its constitution, the major purposes of ATE are:
To provide opportunities for the individual professional growth of all per-
sons who are concerned with teacher education; and
To promote quality programs of teacher education.

THE ASSOCIATION SEEKS TO ACCOMPLISH THESE PURPOSES THROUGH
Association sponsored conferences, workshops, clinics
Leadership training
Development of ethical standards
Appointment of special committees and commissions to explore current issues
Dissemination of researci, findings, information, and ideas through various com-

,munications media
Program development and research
Involvement in the development of state and national legislation, rules, and regu-
lations
Cooperation with related organizations, institutions, and agencies
Coordination of interorganizationai activities
Professional publicationsnewsletters, position papers, guidelines, bulletins, bib-
liographies, research reports

MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION OF
TEACHER

1
EDUCATORS OFFERS YOU

The opportunity to participate in a coordinated national-state-local program of
information and activities devoted to the concerns of teacher educators in schools,
colleges and universities, and related organizations, institutions, and agencies.
A variety of publications which focus on specific and general issues and problems
in all areas of teacher educationpreservice study, practice teaching and intern-
ship, and continuing professional development.
A means for engaging in productive intra- and inter-organizational dialogue and
collective action on important issues in teacher education.
The opportunity to establish lasting personal and professional friendships of un-
usual variety and richness ATE members represent all levels of teacher education
and its administration from 50 states and several foreign countries.


